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"Not. however. until relatively recently did the 
basic premise begin to permeate our corporate thinkinq that 
life is very nonlinear." 
Dallos (1973> 
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CHAPTER I 
I NTHODUCI ION 
Two tones sounding simultAneously mAy give rise to 
the sensation of o~e or more additional ton~s. Th~ 
additional ton~s are called combin8tion tones. Musicians 
and composers have been Aware of the existence of 
combinatio"l tones for many years. The eArliest 
communicAtions on a thir:i clenrly audible tone rl.::tte hack to 
the GermAn org9nist Sorqe <1744> and the Italian vinlinist 
and corr!poser Tartini (17r:-.4>. Tnrtini made qoorl use of the 
phenomenon by est-ablishinq the audibility of the addltlrma~ 
tone as a criterion for tuninq his instrumAnt. HowAver. 
composers have been in general most inti~ately RwarA 
combinatio~ t0nes for the unwanted dissonAnce they mAy 
prryJuce in their musicAl compositi0ns. The auditory 
scientist's Interest in combinAtion tones hAs waivered on 
and off since HAlmoholtz's (18~6) initial model of the ear 
as a linear fr-equr~ncy analyv~r. T0 th'? auiitory sciP'Itist, 
combinRtio'l tones represent the clearest manifestation of 
th~ inhere'lt nonlinenrity of the ear. 
As for Any nonlinear system the response eRn often 
2 
be complex and unpredictable. A ~onlinear system miqht 
behave in a particular fashion for a certain combination of 
input parameters, yet another cnmhinAtion could result in 
an apparently unrelated or opposing behavior. For this 
reason, auditory scientists <e.g. ~ight~an, 1973), whil~ 
acknowledging the ear's nonlinearity, have traditionally 
preferred to avoid the complexities implied by pursui~q. as 
far as limits would allow, the study of the ear as a linear 
device amenable to linear systems analysis (see Appendix 
AJ. HowAver, advances in computer technology and the 
development of computer techniques for solving complex 
nonlinear differential equations <Boyce and DIPrima, 1969) 
have i~ part been responslhle for a recent revlval of 
i~terest in the ear's no~linearity, particularly in r~qard 
to c~nbination tones and their physiological nriqln. 
(e..c;., Yost, 1979) th1t describe the e.::~r as a device 
pnssPssing a nonlineAr transfer characteristic ( 1 >. 
Consider how combination tones are generated by nne 
such transfer characteristic, thnt of an overloadinq 
nonlinearity As qiven by the classic power series 
expansion: 
(l) A nonlinear transfer charachteristic descrihes 
the input-output relatir>'1ship of A device that violatP.s one 
or both of the conjitions defining a linear system <see 
Appe11dix A). 
3 
2 n 
F<x> = ~.1 x + W2x + ••• + ~"~2x .·.,· 
··.· 
where, x Is th~ input waveform and WI throuqh Wn are 
welqhtlnq coefficients <2>. If x is a superposition of two 
simple tones with frequencies fl And f2 (f2 >f)): 
Or, for economy of· notation, 
The quadratic term, 2 X ' equals: 
<a 1 f 1 + a2 r 2 >
2 
= l/2a1
2 + l/2a2
2 
+ l/2a1
2 <2f
1 
> + 
I I 2a2 
2 ( 2 f 2 ) + a 1 a2 ( f 2 + f 1 ) + a1 B 2 ( f 2 - f 1 > • 
Thus, this term i nt rr)(iuce s comhination tnnes with 
freque'lcies f2+fl And 1'2-fl · .. lith arnplitu<ies proportionC"~l to 
a a • J.·he Cllblc term, x3 , is F!Qual to: 1 2 
(2) The polynominl expansion is typically used to 
describe the response of physical systems driven beyo'ld 
their rlynamic ranqe and is therefore nften refered to as an 
overloadinq nonlinearity. It can be used to dF!scribe any 
monotonic Input-output relationship to any deqree of 
accurncy simply l1y choosinq appro~Jriate values of the 
weiqhtinCJ coefficients for n sufficient numher of terMs. 
4 
3 3 2 ( a1 f 1 + a2 f 2 ) = ( 3/4 a1 + 312 a1 a2 ) t1 + 
3 2 3 3 (3/4a2 + 3/2a1 a2 >f2 + l/4a1 (Jf1 > + l/4a2 (Jf2 > + 
2 2 3/4a1 a2 ( 2f1 + f2 ) + 3/4a1 a2 ( 2f2 + tl). + 
3/4a a (2f- f > + 3/4a a (2f- f >. 
12 1 2 12 2 1 
This term introduces combination tones with frequencies 
2fl+f2 and 2fl-f2 both with amplitudes proportional to 
a~a2 , Rnd combination tones with fre1uencies 2f2+fl and 
2f2-fl both wi.th, amplitudes proportional to a1 R~. Still 
higher order combination tones; 3fl-2f2, 3f2-2fl, etc., are 
generated by the hiqher order terms in the ~onlinear 
transfer characteristic. 
Of all combination tones, the 2fl-f2 cubic 
difference tone (COT), so Cf! lled be cause it is gene n:~ ted ov 
the cuhic term in the polynomial expansion, has ~eld the 
most i~terest for auditory scientists. Unlike other 
combin:=~tion tones, high stimulus levels are not needed for 
the 2fl-f2 CDT to be heard. It is audihle Rt stimulus 
levels R~ low as 20 dB SL <Smonrenburq, 1972). The 2fl-f2 
CDT fiqured substantially in ea1~1y auditory theory and has 
since been sho~n to have functional significance for a 
number of Ruditory phenomena <Greenwood, 1972; Hall, 1972; 
Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972>. 
A cancellation procejure hr!s been the standard 
method for me9suring the 2fl-f2 CDT psychophysically. The 
cancellation procedun~ reqtri res that physical 
5 
cancellation tone of freauency 2fl-f2 be present 
simultaneously in the same ear as the two primary tones 
that produce the CDT. However, recent studies Sllqqest that 
the primary tones may interact with the cancellation tones 
when simtJltaneously in the same ear to distort measurem~nts 
of the COT <SmoorenbtJrg, 1974; Smoorenburq et al., 1976; 
Greenwood et al., 1976; Houtqast, 1977; Goldstein et al., 
1978). The resolution of this issue is essential for 
understanding ~iscrepancies that exist between COT 
psychophysics and physloloqy and as such hears on the 
question as to the physiological origi, of the CDT. 
The present investigation describes a ,ew 
psychophysical procedure for studying combination tones 
that circumvents this potential interaction. The proce~Jre 
makes use of a well established auditory phenomenon known 
as the binaural masking level difference CBMLD>. The BMLD 
siQply refers to an improvenent in signal detectahllity 
that results from the use of two ears over one. In the 
procedure, the functional equivalent of the cancellation 
tone, a prob9 tone, is presented to the ear opposite the 
primaries and measurements are derived from a ~MLD 
resulting from the interaction of this tone with the COT. 
Confounding interaction between the probe tone and the 
primaries is avoided by having the probe and the primaries 
present in different cochleas. 
With this procAdure it is hoped that current 
6 
discrepancies that exist betw~en p~ychophysical 
cancellation data and physiolnqical data on the CDT miqht 
be resolved, thereby helping to elucidate the ohysioloqical 
mechanism und~rlying CDI generation. The reasons for 
developing this new procedure and selectively applvinq it 
to the stu.iy of COTs are discusserl in mor~ dP.tnil in 
following chnpters. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Early History 
Of all the distortion products produced by the ear 
in response to two tone stimulation, the 2fl-f2 cor has 
undoubtedly playe~ the most important role in the 
his tor 1 cal deve 1 opment of hear inq theory. In i 84 3. Ohm 
formulated his famous definition of tone, which says that a 
tone with frequency m is heard only w~en the complev sound 
contains asin(2~mt + p> as a component. Yet, many yeArs 
before !Jhm's Acoustic Law, TArtirli <1714> first notF?'l the 
pitch sAnsatin'"'l of the CDT for which there P.Yist~d r;·") 
sinnsoijal component of correspondlnq freqtJency in the 
physic~! stimulus complex. Von HPl~holtz ( 18~6. lY63) 
maintained O~m's Law, but added the concept of a 
no:1linearity resultinq from R mechanical overl0-1din:1 of 
middle ear structures at hiqh stimulus levels to account 
for the perception of the COT. The CDT was thus assumed to 
be analyzed after the middle ear at the 11 place 11 an aco:1stic 
tone of frequency 2fl-f2 is analyzed. 
••Temporal 11 theorists of the time emphAsi7.ed the 
7 
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persistent observation that the COT is apparent at very low 
stimulus levels <HAllstrom, IHJ2) anrl is heard by people 
without tympanic membrane ~nd ossicles {Gingham, 1891; 
Schaefer, 1899). The limited frequency resolution of the 
ear <Plomp, 1964) provided a basis by which tempnral 
theorists explained the COT through the interaction of 
unresolved frequency components in much the same manner 
that produces the sensation of beats. 
Nevertheless, the nearly universal acceptance of 
Heh1holtz's hearing theory brouqht with it qe'leral 
acceptance of the distortion hypothesis for the qeneratio~ 
of the CDT. The oriqin of the ern remAined A dormant issue 
for several decades thereafter until subjective reoorts 
were re~laced oy psychophysical methodolnqies for 0btainin~ 
quanti t.lt i ve measurements of the C~)T. 
B. PsychophysicAl MeUvx"1oloqy and i-<esults 
I. Method of Best Beats 
Iw'l tones of a pprox i :nate l y 
differinq in frequency hy a few cycles will rrnduce the 
sensation of beats; a periodic waxing and waninq of the 
lotJdn ess of the sounrl. The st. renqth of the be-1t s 1 s 
qreatest if the amplitudes of the two tones are equal. 
lhis simple observation provides the oasis by which the 
method of best beAts has heen used to ohtc-1in .level 
~stimates of thP. CDT. A ton~ tun~d two to three cycl~s off 
9 
the frequency 0f the COT is adjusted in nmplitude so as to 
produce the strongest sensatio~ of beats. The amplitude of 
the tone at this point is then taken as an e5timnte of th8 
amplitude of the COT. 
The method of best bents is no longer used to 
measure COT amplitude because of a critical problem of 
1nterpretati0n. The problem is that the perception of 
beats may simply result from the fluctuation of the 
temp0rRl envelope of the entire stimulus waveform and thus 
have little to do with the COT. For this renson the ~ethod 
of best heats is excluded form further consideration here. 
A more complete devel0pment of the criticism flqAinst the 
use of the method of best beats is qiven hy Timmer And 
Firestone < 1937>. 
2. The Cn,cellation Method 
By far the most frequently employed procedure f')r 
mP-asurinq the COT is the cancellAtion methorl. An 
attractive feature of this technique is that it enAbles 
estimates of both the phnse nnd the amplitude of the CDT. 
In the cancellation procedure, a tone of frequency 2fl-f2 
is adiusted in both level and phase so as to c-f!ncel the 
perception of the COT. The level and antiphnse of the tone 
that just cancels the perception of the COT is then taken 
as an estimate of the level and phase of the CDT, 
respectively <Zwicker, 1955>. 
10 
Cancellation studies indicate that both the level 
and the phase of the COT are stro~gly dependent on the 
frequency separation of the primary to~es; level decreasing 
by as much as 100 dB/octave <Goldstein, 1967). Since the 
basilar membrane is at least the first if not the only 
frequency selective element in the ear, this frequency 
dependence strongly implies that the C~T is generated at or 
subsequent to the basilar membrane in the cochlea, not in 
the middle ear structures as Helmholtz originally held. 
Moreover, for primAries of eaual level. CAncellation 
estinates of CDT lev~d incrense directly with stirrltllus 
level {i.e.. ldB/dB) not with the cube of stifl1ulus 
amplitude <i.e •• 3dB/dB) as the overloading type of 
non 1 i near it y 
<Goldstein. 
originally advanced 
1967; Smoorenburg. 
hy Helmholtz predicts 
1072>. Cancellation 
estimates of COT phase also show a stronq dependence nn the 
level of the primaries; decresinq nnywhere from 3 to 18 
degrees/ d3 (Goldstein. 19"/ 6; Smoorenburg. I 972 >. 
The c ance 11 at ion procedure requires thAt a probe 
tone (the cancellation tor.e) be present in the same ear as 
and simultan,ous with the primr~ries. This situAtion allows 
potential interactions betwel"n the probe and the primr~ries 
to confound COT cancellation measurements. For instance, 
it is now known from stuiies of two-tone suppression 
(Shannon, 1976) that under certain conditions higher 
amplitude tones Ce.g. the primaries) may suppress the 
' I I 
effective amplitude of lower .~mplltude tones <e.g., the 
probe). Also~ rec~nt . evidence suggests that higher 
amplitude tones may distort the effective phase of lower 
amplitude tones < Houtqast, 1977 >. The recent demonstration 
of these types of interactions has thrown caution to the 
interpretation of cancellation measurements of the COT and 
has caused investigators to search for alternative methods 
for performing COT measurements. One approach has been to 
circumvent interaction between probe and primaries by 
temporally separating the probe from the primaries. This 
approach is discussed in the following section. 
3. Nonsimultaneous Methods 
Smoorenburg (1972, 1974} has presented data from 
two procedures yielding COT level estimates with probe 
tempor~lly separated from the primaries. In the so-called 
gap masking procedure, detection threshold for the probe is 
measured with the primaries as maskers occurinq both 
immediately before and after the probe. The level of the 
CDT is then estimated by the level of a referent masker of 
the probe frequency that produce.s an amount of mnskinq 
equivalent to that produced by the primaries. The qap 
masking procedure is somewhat inefficient in that it 
requires many followup observations with the referent 
masker to obtain meaningful estimates of COT level. 
A more direct estimate is obtained with the second 
12 
nonsimulta~eous method used by Smoorenburg (1974); the 
pulsation threshold technique. In this procedure, the 
probe is alternated with the primaries and the level of the 
probe is adiusted by the subject so as to produce a just 
detectable pulsating sensation <the pulsation threshold>. 
The level of the probe at pulsation threshold is then taken 
as a direct estimate of COT level. Pulsation threshold 
estimates of COT level as a function of primary level are 
compared to canc~Jlation estimates for a single subject in 
the upper panel of Fiqure I. Note that above 25 dB level 
of the pri~aries, cancellati0n level estimates are 
consistently above corresponding pulRtion threshold 
estimates, qreater by as much as 20 dB. The difference in 
level estimates produced by the two procedures has been 
attributed to suppression of the ca~cellation to~e by the 
primaries in the cancellation procedure <Srnoorenhurq, 
1972>. Presumably, cancellation tone levels must 
overestimAte COT level to override the suppressive effects 
of the primaries. StJch suppressive effects are presumed 
absent in the pulsAtio"1 threshold procedure because the 
probe is temporally separated from the primaries. 
C. Essential Nonlinearities 
Both Goldstein ( 1967) and Smoorenburq < 1912) have 
described the dependence of CDT level on primary level with 
essential nonlinearities. An esse"1tial nonlinearity is one 
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in which the relative amount of distortion remAins nearly 
constant with input l~vel. r~ this sectio~ the essential 
nonlinearities advanced by Goldstein and Smnore~burq Are 
discussed. 
t. Goldstein's Normalized Power Series Expansion 
Recall from the introduction that the mAqnitude of 
the 2fl-f2 component generated by the cubic term in the 
classic power series expansion increases as the cube of 
stimulus amplitude ( 1. e •• proportional to 2 al c:~2 > • This 
translates to a 3 dB/dU qrowth in the 2fl-f2 component with 
stimlllus level, cleArly incompc=~tlble with the I dB/dB 
growth indicated by the cancellAtion data. 
To better Account for the C)rowth of the Cif1- with 
stimulus level (Goldstein, 1967> proposed what he refers t() 
as a normalized version of the power series expansion. If 
the clAssic power series expansion is written As 
f<x> = v[l'l + ,, 0 
00 
n l:r~ X ) • 
n 
n=l 
the nonlineAr system describeJ by Goldstein is qiven by 
f<x> = X [ W + E ~~ ( xI A ) n J • 0 n=l n p 
where, each te~m in the expansion is normAlized by the peak 
amplitude (a ) ·of the input siqnal x. p For an input 
comprised of two sinusoids with amplitudes a1 and 
14 
a p 
assumes a value of a + a • 1 ' 2 Goldstein's normalizerl model 
therefore predicts the amplitude of the 2fl-f2 component to 
be proportionnl to a1 ~ /( \ +a2 >2 • The resulting qrowth of 
the 2fl-f2 component with input lRvel is such that the 
relative amount of distortion remains constant as is 
reflected in a ldB/dB growth of this component for equal 
level primaries. 
Although Goldstein's normalized power s~ries 
nonlinearity provides n better description of the behavior 
of the CDT thn~ does the classic power series, nn ob1ectio, 
to this ~ode! has been raised. The objection acrues from 
the fact that because Goldstei'l's nonlinearity i!lcorporates 
a normalizinq factor equAl to the peak amplituje of thP 
input, sofTie time must be required to acconplish this 
'1ortnnlizatio'l. Such '!onlinearities requirirtq time are .said 
to have a memory. Smoore,burg ( 1974>. however, has 
presented data which have been taken in support of a 
memoryless nonlinearity. The data are from a forward 
maskinq paradigm in which the dtiration of the primaries as 
short as 24 msec hnd no meAsurable effect on COT 
generation. Still, existing data does not completely rule 
out a nonlinear system with a memory since it is entirely 
possible that the time needecf for normalization is simply 
less than 24 msec. Indeed, modelling results of Crane 
(J972) suqqest a time constant on the order of 5 msec. 
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2. Smoorenburq's vth Lnw Device. 
Smoore~burq (1972> suggested as nn alternative 
model of COT behavior a different type of essential 
nonlinearity. 
referred to 
follows: 
and 
The nonlinearity proposed by Smoorenburq is 
as a vth law device and is expressed as 
f(x) = XV, x>O 
f<x> = -lxlv. x<O 
where v<l. The vth law device is an essential no~linearity 
by virtue of its not containing a linear term. The absence 
of a linear term forces the relative amount of distortion 
to be nearly co~stant with input level. 
Some advantages of the vth law device are its 
instantaneous <memoryless) response and its ability to 
account for many properties of the nonlinear phenomena of 
two-tone surpression CDuifuis, 1976; Smoorenburq, 1974). 
The latter feature derives from the compressive nature of 
the device (i.e., hiqh ar.~plitude components suppress the 
amplitude of lower amplitude components). The lower pane1 
of Figure illustrates this property and its ability to 
account for the difference between cancellation and 
pulsation threshold estimates of CDT level. The panf>l 
shows the dependence of the 2fl-f2 distortion product level 
16 
on primary level predicted by the vth law device for 
v = 0.6. This particular value of v has been suqqested for 
use wh~n describing data on the growth of the CDT with 
pri~ary level (Smoorenhurg, 1972>. The solid line qlves 
the predicted growth of the CDT with compression of the 
probe includerj. The dashed line gives predicted growth 
without compression. 
·._j 
FIGURE I 
Theoretical and obtained growth of the COT 
with primary level for cancellation 
And pulsation threshold procedures. 
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B. Current Issues. 
Current research effort evolving from initial 
cancellBtion studies has been divided between psychophysics 
and physiology bearing upon two inportant issues. The 
first issue is the basic stimulus-like properties of the 
COT. The second issue concerns the physiological oriqin of 
the COT. Both these issues are considered in detail in 
this section. 
1. Stimulus-like Properties 
Psychophysical studies reveal that the CDf behaves 
as if a tonal component at 2f1-f2 were actually present in 
the physical stimulus complex. The first inrlicC~tlnns of 
the stimulus-like properties of the COT were prnvirlerl by 
the ca~cellation studies of Zwicker (195S> C~nd GoldstAin 
(1967>. 
beatinq, 
nnr.Jely, its pitch qrullity, 
nnd cancellation with 
loudness ecnivnlence, 
external tone. 
Subsequent investigations have r.1arle clear still other 
stimulus-like properties of the CDT as well as the 
functional significa~ce these properties have for a number 
of auditory phenomena. 
Greenwood (1971, 1972) demonstrated that the COT 
acts as an effective masking stimulus, and that 
combinations of narrowband noise stimuli or narrowbAnd 
noise and line spectra qenerate comhination hands which 
also act r.s effective masking stimuli. He has convincinqly 
20 
arqued that the pronounced notch observed just above masker 
frequency in the classic masking patterns of Egan and Hake 
(1950) can be attributed to the detection of combination 
tones or bands genera ted just be low the masker frewJency. 
The argume~t is based on his demonstration that a narrow 
band masker in the frequency region of the notch has little 
or no effect o~ the notch. whereas a narrowband ~asker in 
the region where comhination tones or bands are expected 
can eliminate the notch entirely. Smoorenhurq ( 1972> 
provided additional masking data to show that the COT acts 
as nn effective temporal mAsking stimulus. 
Hall ( I972A > Accounted for a monatiral phase effect 
for two prirnflry to~es in the freqw~'iCY rAtio fl :f?. = 2:3 by 
physicfll vector summAtion of 2fl-f2 a~d f2-fl distortio'i 
products. At this frequency ratio the 2fl-f2 And f2-fl 
distortion pro,juct s are of the same frequency. Thus. 
dependi~q o~ the phase a~qle between the two primary tones 
these distortion products. like physical tones. either 
cancel or rei~force so that chanqes in the phase a~qle 
between the tw0 primary tones are accompanied by chAnges in 
the perceived quality of the sound. i:3uunen et al. (1974} 
similarly accounted for a monaural phase effect for three 
tone harl'Tionic complexes by vector sum:TJation of the CDT with 
the lowest frequency component in the complex. 
A more striking demonstration of the equivalence of 
COTs and phys ica 1 tones i c; provided oy Hafter et fll. 
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(1973) who found that a CDT in one ear and an external tone 
of the sAme frequency in the opposite ear produces a 
Iateralized image that varies with the relative phase of 
the tone. The image can he centered by appropriate 
adjustments in both the levPl and relative phase of the 
tone (Sachs and lurek, 1977>. Mor~over, ?.:urek anrl 
Leshowitz (1976) have shown that interaural phase 
discrimination of the COT and a tone of the same frequency 
to the other ear is quantitatively similar to that of 
physical tones. 
Finally, the binaural pitch experiments of Houtsma 
and Goldstein (1972> indicate that CDis are treated as 
effective tonal components in the pitch e~traction process 
for complAx stimuli, and as such, n~solve questio'ls rais~rt 
by fHtsma"s (1967) dAta req~:~rdinq the so-called s~cond 
effect of the pitch shift. This effect refers to a 
somewhat larqer shift in the pitch of inharmo'liC tone 
complexes shifted in freauency thAn is predicted hy the 
frequency shift of the central comoonent of the complex. 
The effect pu7.zle<i auditory scientists until Houtsma cmd 
Goldstein (1972) and others <Smoorenburq, 1970) 
demonstrated that COTs, processed as effective tonal 
components in the co~plex, shift the effective central 
component to a lower rank number where a given shift in 
frequency produces a larger corresponding shift in pitch. 
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2. Physiological Origin 
The second issue regarding the COT concerns the 
physiological basis for its perc~ption. Stimulus-like 
properties of the COT revealed by psychophysics suggest 
that the COT is generated by a nonlinearity in the 
mechanical motion of th~ basiler m~mbran~. Howev~r, 
intracochlear recordings have not evidenced a 2fl-f2 
component that behaves in a manner compatible with that of 
the psychophysical, cancellatio~ data. The amplitude of th~ 
2fl-f2 component of the cochlear microphonic <CM> is no 
less than 35-60 dB below equal level prllTlarles and Is 
little affected by the freque~cy s~paration of the 
primnries <Dallas, 1970). Moreover. At moderate stimulus 
levels <helow HO dB SPL> the 2fl-f2 component of CM is not 
generated at the 2fl-f2 place alonq the basilar ~e~brAn8, 
RS might be expected for a tone of freou~ncy 2fl-f2 to 
cancel the COT <Dallas, 1970>. Measurements of hasilar 
membran~ motio'"l usi'"lq capacitive probe tf~chniquP. (I'Hlso~ 
and Johnston, 1975) and MossbnuPr effect <t<hode, 1Y77} also 
fail to show a significant 2fl-f2 component, even thouqh 
specifically investigated. Thus, a simple mechAnical 
correlate of the psychophysical COT may not exist on the 
cochlear partition. 
AlternativP.ly, phase locking a'"ld selective tuning 
to a 2fl-f2 referent has been found in both the activity of 
single nerve fibers in the eighth nerve (Goldstein and 
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Kiang. 1968) and in a'1terov~ntral cochlear nucleus (AVCN> 
CSmoorenburg. et al •• 1976) of the cat. In almost every 
respect the behavior of the neural response agrees well 
with CDT psychophysics. True to the stimu lu s-1 ike 
properties of the COT. the discharqe rate and phas~ locking 
response of fibers with a range of characteristic 
freque'1c1es CCFs> can be cancelled with a 2fl-f2 tone of 
appropriate phase and amplitude. Moreover. cancellation 
amplitudes of the neural response 
psychophysical cancellation data show 
and comparable 
m•ar equivalent 
level of the dependence 
p r i r:~a r i e s • 
histogrAms 
on frequency 
The phase of 
does not. 
dependence on level of 
?sychophysics <Goldstein 
1 970). 
separation 
the neural 
and 
response period 
however. show the sa~e shr.rp 
the primaries as in COT 
anrf Kianq, !96tH ancf GoldstPin, 
The question raised by this one discrepancy is 
whether the cancellation procedtJre or a psychophysicAl 
difference heb1een humans anrf cats is resprms1hle. An 
·answer to this question is of major importance for 
determining the manner is which CDI's and real tones 
propnqate in the cochlea and are subsequently transduced 
(Goldstein1 et al •• 1978>. COT phase has been assumed to 
reflect the travel time of the CDT from place of generation 
to the detection site <Buunen and l?hode. 1978>. Thus. in 
the absence of evidence from intracochlear recordings for a 
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traveling wave along the basilar membrane correspo~ding to 
the COT, COT phase dependence on primary level has 
lrnplicatio~s for the manner in which COTs and physical 
tones may propagate to thP.ir site of analysis. Recent 
psychophysical and physiological studies suggest, however, 
that an explanation of the phase dependence on primary 
level may be found in a potential intrusion inherent in 
cancellation estimates. 
Smoorenhurq, et al, (1976> measuring the response 
of single cells in the AVCN of cat found no siqnificant 
chanqe in phasP. with stimulus level 1~ agreement with 
Goldstein and Kiang (1968>. Like Goldstein and Kianq 
(1968) the phase of the COT was determined directly from 
PST histograms, no cancell3tion estimates of phase were 
reported in thes~ studies~· Greenwood, et al., (1976> also 
measured from AVCN of cat but found a clear phase 
dependencP. on stimulus levP.l. However. Greenwood, et al.'s 
< 1976 > measun~ment s were taken from phase ed ju stment s of a 
cancellation t~ne at 2fl-f2 which minimized the neural 
responsP rate i~ fibers with CF at 2fl-f2. The implication 
of these two studies taken together is that while the phase 
of a cancellation tone is affected·by stimu-lus level the 
phase of the COT itself is not. Consistent with this 
notion is Smoorenburg's et al., (1976) observation in the 
same study that the phase of the neural response to the fl 
primary is influenced by the level of the f2 primary. 
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Psychophysical data consistent with this notion 
comes from a recent study by Houtgast < 1977>. Sub.1ects 
judqed whether the lateralized image of a 500-Hz tone was 
to the riqht or left of midline as the interaural phase 
difference of the tone was rotated through 360 degrees. 
The observation of primary interest was t~1at when a second 
tone of greater amplitude and hiqher frequency <much like 
the fl primary in relation to the cancellation tone) was 
presented to one ear, the interaural phase difference of 
the lateralized tone yielding 50% riqht judgements shifted 
by as much as 90 degrees. Again, this ~esult suqqPsts that 
ca~cellation tone phase may be distorted by the fl primary 
in the cancellation procedure, and tl)At -3n appArent COT 
phase depende~ce o!'1 primary level may be d11e to this 
distortion. 
The only direct support for this notion, however, 
comes from a study by Goldstein, et al. (1978). In the 
study, the interaction bet\'1een primari~s (f2, f3) And 
cancellation tone was avoided by spAtial separation of the 
cancellation tone from the primaries. COT phase was 
inferred from psychophysical cancellation measurements of a 
secondary COT <SCOT> qenerated by the interaction of the 
first COT with a third primary of lower frequency (fl >. If 
the phase of the first COT (2f2-f3) varies with the level 
of the primaries, f2 and f3, that generate it, the phase of 
the SCOT <2fl-fCDT> should vary directly, since accordinq 
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to the phase referent chosen, the phase of the SCDT (~SCOT> 
chartges with 2~t-¢CDT. The phase of the SCDT was fou'ld to 
be independent of the level of the f2 and f3 primaries, 
indicating psychophysical independence of COT phase and 
primary level. 
Clearly the developme~t and application of other 
nonlntrusive psychophysical measures of COT phase are 
requirPd before it may be concluded that both 
psychophysically ,and physiologically COT phase is 
independe~t of stimulus level. The present study is 
largely motivated to providA such m~asurements. However, 
before considering the logic of the presPnt aporonch a 
brief discussion of the HMLO phenomen0n is in order. 
CHAPTEH III 
TdE BINAUHAL MASKING LEVEL DIFFE!?ENCE 
Th~ binaural masking level difference <BML~> refers 
specific~lly to an improvement in signal detectability that 
results from the binaural auditory system's use of 
interaurel differences that exist for the sign~l or the 
noise. The larqest BMLD, obtained by inversion of the 
sig:,al betwee'1. the two ears <S'ITNo>, typically amo~mts to a 
12 to 16 d~ improvement in signal detectahility r~lative to 
diotic siqnal and noise (Sol~o> <Ourlach and Colbur'l, 1CJ77). 
In additio'l to being one of the larqest magnitude effects 
observed Among psychoacoustical phenomena thA :3:~',L') is ,q 
well documented phenoMenon and is clearly evid0ncerl by all 
norrr~nl hearin'l subjects under i'l variety of sti"ltllus 
conditio:,s <Hirsh, 1948; liillinq Rf'ld Jeffn:~ss. 
Colburn And Durlr~ch, 1965; Grn.en and Yost, 19-/5). 
Fiqure 2 presents data Copen circles> fro"l the 
classic study of Jeffress, Blodgett and Jeathera1e ( 19~2> 
demonstr"'lti'lg thA HMLD for a 500-Hz sinusoidAl siqnnl in 
diotic broadband noise as the lnteraurr~l phase difference 
of the s i q n a 1 i s v a r i e d t h r ou q n I B 0 de q r e e s • The H M L:) i s 
27 
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expressed on the ordinate as the improvement in signal 
detectabllity in decibels rel~tive to threshold for the 
diotic signal in the noise. Note that the 8MLD is a 
·.• 
FIGUHE 2 
The binaural maskinq level differ~nce 
tor A 500-Hz tone in brondhand noise 
as a functioq of the inter1unll 
phase difference of the tone 
(after Jeffn!ss. Blodc:p:!tt, 
and Deathera1e, 1952) 
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maximum of 14 dB at 180 deqrees interaural phase difference 
and converges rapidly to a minimum at 0 deqrees i~teraural 
phase difference. 
A quantitativA description of th~ BMLD ~s a 
function of the interaural phase difference of the sig~al 
is given by Durlach (1963>. The expression is as follows: 
s:ALD = 10loq£Ck-co.s¢s>l(k-I>J. 
where k is the only free parameter estimated from the jata, 
a~d ¢s is the interaural phase rliffere~ce of the .siq~al. 
The solid curve drawn in Fiqure 2 is a theoretical 
prediction based on the expression above, where K was 
chosen to minimize the sum of the squared d~viations 
between the data ~nd the predictions (least sq'.JAres 
criterion). The fit to the data is excellent the 
standard error of estimate averaqino less than 0.6 d~. Th~ 
availability of a precise auantitative description of the 
BMLD for these conditions will be of use in the next 
section where the BMLD is applied to the study of the COT. 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION Of IHE BINAURAL MASKING LEVEL DIFFERENCE 
TO THE STUDY OF THE CUBIC DIFFERENCE TONE 
Herein follows an attempt to study the behavior of 
the 2fl-f2 CDT by way of the BMLD phenomenon. The 
motivati~g reasons for taking this new approach are based 
on the issues discussed above. They are: 
I) to determine whether, as the stimulus-like property 
of the COT implies, a BMLD ca'! be obtFJinwi for a 
COf, 
2> to provi~e convergent psychophysical evidence 
regarding the physiological oriqi'l of the COT, 
3> to orovide no'lintrusive ~easureme'!ts of the CDT in 
hopes of resolvin~ the ,jfscreoancy that exists 
between COT psychophysics and phvsioloqy reqardinq 
phnse dependence on stimulus level. 
fhe st11dy is conducted in two staqes. The first 
stage addresses objectives I) and 2), while the second 
staqe addresses objectiv~ 3). Specific details of the 
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approach and the logic underlying the application of the 
approach for a~ understanding of the issues is presented in 
the following sections. 
A. Stimulus-like properties of 2fl-f2 COT. 
The first issue relates to the stimulus-like 
properties of the 2fl-f2 COT. If the COT truely behaves in 
all respects like a stimulus tone, the detectability of a 
sig~al tone in one ear at frequency 2fl-f2 should be 
enhanced by addition of a COT generated out of phase with 
the siqnal tone in the ot~er ear. Added evidence would 
the~ have been obtained for the stimulus-like propPrties of 
the COT. The strong correl"'ltion that P.Xists between rH.~LD 
and lateralizAtion datA <DurlAch and Colburn, 1977> in 
conjunction with the already established ability of 
.listener's to lateralize COTs with tones to the opposite 
ear ~ttests to a hiqh probability of success with this 
approach. 
Experime~t I 
Purpose& Preliminary test to determine if a BMLD 
exists for a signal tone in one eAr with a COT of the sAme 
frequency generated in the other ear. 
Subjects: Four subjects with normal hearing, age 
2G-27 years volunteered their services for the experiment. 
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They were each paid $3.10 /hour for their participation. 
Stim11ll and AppAratus: Figure 3 illustrAtPs the 
stimulus configuration. Primary and signal tones were 
computer <PDP 8/e) generated at a IOk samplinq rate. 
Primary tones (625-Hz, 750-Hz> were led to one ear throuqh 
one D/A converter, the signal tone <500-Hz> was led to the 
other ear throuqh a separAte 0/A converter. The output of 
each D/A corwert er was 1 Pd thro11qh thA two st aqe s of 
separate Khron Hite C334R> filters eAch with a 2kH7 low 
pa~~ cutoff. The relative phase of signal and nrimAry 
tones was computer co'ltrollf>d. PrimAri~~s 
35 
FIGURE 3 
Diagram for the stimulus configuration 
of Experiment I · 
.· ... ,,..,, 
' 
EAR 
.,... 
LEFT L 2000 Hz 
I Low Pass Noise0 
L------------~i:----------~r-----------~---?~~ ' 
L-----------~----------~----------~----1, . 2f1 - t 2 COT f 1 f2 
RIGHT L 2000Hz Low Pass Noise0 (/)S .. ,.. ) 
~--~~-~~~~~-------.-------.~:,~ 
500 625 750 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
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were proqrammed et. cosine CO degree~) 5tarting phase while 
signal phase r~lative to the primaries varied at o. 45, 90, 
135, 180~ 225, 270 and 315 deqre~s (3). The l~vels of the 
siqnal (30-dB SPL> and primary (65-dB SPL> tones were 
calibrated by external attenuators. The level of the 
siqnal is chnsen to approximate the level of the COT 
generated by 65-dB primaries for f2/fl- 1.2 <see 
Smoorenburq, 1974>. Error in this estimate is not expected 
to strongly affect· a ootential BMLD as Eaan ( 1965) has 
obtainAd UMLD's as large as 5-dB for interaural intensity 
differences as larqe as 10-dB. All tones were shaped by 
extern8l switches with a 10 msec rise and decay time and 
had a total durAtion of 400 msec. A continuous low pass 
noise qene rated by pass i nq the outptJt of a Genera 1 i{ad i o 
(445C> noise qe'lerator throu(Jh the two staqes of a 
Spe'tcer-Kenn~dy (302> filter ·.vith 2000-Hz cutoff c·omprised 
the masklnCJ stimulus. The level of the low pass masking 
noise was controlled by a programmAble attenuatnr. All 
stimuli were presented over TDH-49 imoedance matched 
<3> All permutations of these three ph~se anql~s nPed not 
be studied AS de Bne r < 1961 ) hn s shovm phase induced 
perceptual effects of a harmonic complex to be independent 
of a linear plus constant phase transf0rmation. This means· 
that the above complex with phase anqles 0~. ¢1 and ~2 is 
perceptually eQuivalent to the complex w.ith phrtse Anqles e. 
0, nnd 0, rP-sp~ctivP.ly, where; 
9 = ¢s-<¢1+p2>12. 
Thus, the effects of all three phase angles are 
conveniPntly describ~d by o~ly one effective phase anqle, 
8, which varies directly with 0s. 
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headphones. Figure 4 shows no distortion measured at the 
output of the headphones for the highest level of the 
primaries used (i.e. 85-dB SPL>. 
FIGURE 4 
Spectral content of the output of the 
headphones for 85-dB SPL primaries. 
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Procedure: Signal thresholds for each relative 
signal phase were obtained in a two interval same-different 
adaptive procedure (4). The two observation intervals were 
marked by liqhts and separated by 600 ms. fhe first 
observation interval was a standard and always contained 
the primaries without the signal. In the second 
observation interval the primaries were always present but 
the siqnal occured randomly across trials. Subjects were 
instructed to indicate whether or not the second 
observation interval appeared to contain the siq11al. For 
two consecutive correct responses, noise level was 
increased by 2-dB. For one i11correct response noise level 
was decreased by 2-dB. Feedback was given after a I.~ 
second response interval. The trial sequence continued 
until 100 trials were completed and/or twenty revers~ls 
(4) In an initial experiment thresholds were obtained using 
a two-interval forced choice C2IFC> adaptive procedure. 
This procedure yeilded a, unacceptaGle amount of 
variability <see Appendix A>. Subjects often reported 
being confused in the 2IFC task by having clearly detected 
the 11 siqnal 11 in the nonsiqnal interval. Confusions of this 
typP. could be expected when siqnal phase Aprroaches that of 
the Cirf and so npproximates t1'1e SoNo conditior1 for physical 
tones. For this case, the COT may he clearly audihle when 
the signal is absent, whereas the presence of the siqnal 
may cause both the COT and the signal to become inaudible. 
This is because without the siqnal, the COT to o~le P.nr is 
anAloqous to the dichotic con1ition of sianal to one ear 
<SmiJo> which cAn Amount to an 8-dt3 improvemPnt in 
detectabllity over the SoNo concii tiono Thus. when the 
slqnal is prAsent thA sub~ect mAy o~ly detect the COT i~ 
the intArval in which the signal is ahsent, And so confuse 
the COT for thP. siq,...::,J. Th~ same-di ffP.rent proc:P.dtln~ was 
used to rernedy this situation hy providing the suhject with 
a sta~rlard interval known not to contain thP. siq~al which 
cotJld he used as a rsferent to j•.Jdqe wheth(~r the siqnal, 
not just the CLJT, Wf:lS hP-ard in the nonstAndard intP.rvnl. 
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were obtained. A reversal is defined as a change in the 
direction of noise attenuation. If twe~ty reversals were 
not obtained after 100 trials, the trial block was 
discarded. Jtherwise, the first four reversals were 
ignored and the average of the stimulus values for the 
re~aining reversals established a threshold (5). Fiqure ':> 
qlves representative examples of the increments and 
decrements in noise attenuation over a trial sequence. The 
average nf two threshold estimates within 3-dH SPL of each 
other determined a data point. ff more than two thresholds 
estimates ~ere within 3-dB of each other, the last two were 
averaged as q data point. Typically, ~o more than two 
estimates were required oer data point. 
Subjects performed an hour each day for four 
consecutive days of each week until criterion for Eill d.:nn 
points had been met. IHthin t~e hour, subjects were qiven 
three hreaks at about 15 min. intervals of each other. 
The first and third breaks were brief, the second hreak was 
(5) This procedure for threshold estimation was adopted 
e~fter Levitt (1971 > for 1ts reltive effeciency, rot>Ustness, 
and low estimation bias. 
FIGUHE ~ 
RepresentativA examples of the course 
of noise attenuation over 
a trial s~quence 
<two subjects>. 
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Hesultss In order to measure the data of Experiment 
I against the theoretical description of the BgLD for 
physical tones given by Durlach (1963), the threshold 
signal-to-noise ratios were transformed to BMLDs by the 
following rule: 
l:SW.LDd < ¢s > = C-1 01 oq < El~~o @ Thresh.> 
where C is a constant representino the signal to noise 
ratio for 0 interaural phase difference between the signal 
and the COT. The relative phAse of the COT is unknown, 
therefore, (' v is a free parameter estimated from the data. 
The data for the four subjects are expressed as LHAUa 
values by the open circles in Figures o throuqh 9, where 
the BMLD is given as a function of siqnal phase <~s) 
relative to the primaries. 
: 'f, 
FIGURES 6 THHOUGH 9 
The bin~ural maskinq level difference as a 
functio~ of signal phnse <¢s> relative to 
the primaries for four subjects. 
Circles are data, the curve is theoretical. 
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The curve drawn throuqh these points satisfies a 
linear extension of the mathematical description of the 
BMLD given by Durlach ( 1?63>. The extended expressio~ is 
as follows: 
13MLDt<Ps> = 10loq({k-·cos(_0s-B>>/Ck-l >1. 
Here. B is nn additio!'"lnl free para:neter included to allow 
the zero minimum, of the function to be shifted to some 
value B >= 0. The best fittinq curve to the data was 
obtained for each subj~ct by selectinq the values of c~ k. 
and B so as to minimize the sum of the squared deviations 
between BMLDd Rnd BMLDt. That is, if 
C, k and 13 were chosen so that 
SS/&C = SS/~k = SS/dH = 0. 
The Fortran program for performinq this operRtion is 
presented in Appendix C. For ench subject the fit is qood 
-- the standnrd error of estimRte averaoin] about ldH. As 
shown, the curve fittinq procedure yields maximum estimates 
of 9 to 14-dB BMLDts dependinq on the suhjects. These 
estimntes ar~ in general nareement wit~ BMLDs of 8 to 10-dB 
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obtained with adaptive procedures <Colburn and Durlach, 
J96Cj) • 
Discussion 
The outcome of Experiment I indicates that bMLDs of 
at least 9-dBs can be obtained throuqh the i~teraction of a 
500-Hz acoustic ton~ a~d a COT of the same frequency 
presented to the opposite ear. Interaction hetween the 500 
-Hz tone and the lower primary (fl > is ruled out as an 
expla~ation of this o.Jtcorne since a control experiment 
identi ca 1 in a 11 respects to the present ex peri rr.ent hut 
with the upper (f2> prim8ry removerl. yielded no apparent 
evidence of a BMLJ. These data are pr~sented as threshold 
siqnal to noise ratios in Table I for subjects PS clnr::f JL. 
Scharf et al (1978) hav~ show~ that lateralization with 
interaun'll onset tir~e rli fferences fnr ton~=>s di ff~=>rinq i'l 
freouency between the ears is as qood -"'S tones of identical 
fre1uency as lo'lg .,s the freque'lcy difference does ~ot 
exceed the critical band. In Experiment T, the frequency 
separation between the siqn;:.!l and the lower frequency 
primary ( f I) is just qreater than the critical band 
estimated hy Scharf et al. (J<J78> at 500-Hz (125-Hz re: 
110-Hz>. thus, even under the Assumption that a common 
mechanism underlies the lateralizAtion a'ld BMLD phenomena, 
these tones would not be expected to interact to produce a 
BMLD. 
s 
-JL 
PS 
TABLE I 
Threshold siqnal to noise ratios as a 
function of signRl pha~e <Ps> 
relative to the primaries 
with the f2 primary removed. 
SIGNAL PHASE re: PH U/1AR I t:S <¢s, deqrees> 
0 45 90 135 180 2~5 270 315 
------·-----------------------12.5 12.5 I I • 5 II • 5 I 2.0 IJ.O 13.5 9.'> 
I 2. 5 13.0 15.0 9.5 14.') I O. 5 14.1) ID.5 
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Neither does some aspect of the periodic relation 
between the signal And the two tone waveform in thP other 
ear appear a viable explanation for the BMLD observed, as 
no evidence of a BMLD was obtained with a signal 
harmonically rP.lated to the primaries but 125-Hz l0wer tha~ 
the CDT frequency. These data are presented in fable II, 
again for subjects PS and JL. The failure to evidence a 
BMLD for either of these controls points to interaction 
between the siqnal, and the COT as the only reali~tic 
explanatio1 of the BMLD observed in Exoeriment I. 
Given the above, it is possible to consider how 
first order approximations of the phase of the COT can be 
extracted from these data. By definition. the BMLG is at a 
minimum Cis zero> for the condition in which no interaural 
differences exist for the signal or the noise tris is 
the SoNo condition. Note that the BMLD In Durlach's (1963) 
formulation rapidly convP.rqes to the zero minimum as the 
interaural phase difference of the signal C~sJ anproaches 
zero. By analogy to the case for physical tones, the BMLD 
tor the crrr should converge to a minimum at the relative 
phase value of the signal eaual to that of the COT. This 
phase value is given by the term B in the extended version 
of Durlach's (1963} formulation. thus, B provides a direct 
estimate of COT phase. The B values compare well for the 
four subjects ranging fr0m 208 to 245 degrees relative to 
the primaries. 
s 
JL 
PS 
TABLE II 
Threshold signal to ~oise ratios as a 
function of signAl phase <¢s> 
relative to th8 primari~s. 
signal frequency is 375-Hz. 
SIGNAL PHASE re: PI-? I iJ.ARI ES ( fJs' degrees) 
0 45 90 135 P30 225 270 315 
---·-----------~------------------------8.0 9.0 12.0 11 .o 12.0 II .0 II. 0 8.0 
I I. S LL5 13.0 14.0 12.0 I I • 0 12.0 10.5 
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Hall Cl972b) presents cancellation data for COTs 
generated by low frequency primaries for a single subject. 
COT measurements for which stimulus conditions were most 
comparable to the present experiment were obtained for 
fi=583-Hz, f2/fi=l.2, with primary tones at 68-dB SPL. 
under these conditions, the cancellation estimate of COT 
phase is about 270 degrees relative to the primaries. 
Given differences in stimulus conditions and the large 
degree of vari~nce, encountered for cancellation estimates 
of CDT phase Cplus or minus 70 degrees in the Hall Ci972) 
study> the BMLO phase estimates can be taken as beinq in 
general agreement with the cancellation estimates. 
In estimating COT phase from the BMLD data, the 
relative signal phase for which the best fitting 
theoretical curve converged to a minimum is assumed to be 
representative of the SoNo condition for physical tones. 
This assumption can b~ evaluated by comparing theoretically 
projected threshold signal to noise ratios at this point to 
those obtained with an SoNo control in which the diotic 
signal is a 30-dB SPL, physical tone at 500-liz. Threshold 
signal to noise ratios for the minima of the theoretical 
curves obtained in Experiment I and for the SoNo control 
(control I) are presented for the four subjects in Table 
IIIo Also included as an additional point for comparison 
are threshold signal to noise ratios for the maxima of the 
theoretical curves and for the SuNo condition for the 500 
57 
Hz physical to,e. The SoNo and SrrNo thresholds are normal 
for those obtained under these conditions but are 
substantially below the theoretical thresholds assumed to 
be representative of the SoNo and Srr No condi t ir>ns for 
signal and COT. ~ihere sub 1 ect PS was unavai 1 abl ~ for 
threshold determination two dashes have been inserted. 
TABLE III 
Theoretical and obtained SoNo and Srr No 
thresholds <see text for exolanation). 
SM HL PS JL 
------------------·---Theoretical 
SoNo 22.0 17.5 19.5 2~.5 
s No 8.0 6.5 I 0. 'i 16.5 
tiMLD 14.0 II. 0 9. l) 9.0 
Control I 
So No 16.5 II • 5 12.5 15.0 
s No o.o -3.0 o.o 
BMLO 16.5 14.5 15.0 
Control 2 
SoNo 17.0 14.0 13.5 14.0 
s No 7.5 -2.0 4.0 
i:3MLO 9.5 16.0 l o.o 
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Two possible reasons exist for the higher 
thresholds in the Experiment I task. The first is the 
presence of central masking by the primaries. Central 
masking refers to the mAsking of a siqnal presented to the 
ear opposite the masker (see Zw1slocki, et al., 1968). The 
second is the difficulty that mF.Jy hAve been incorporated 
into the task by the necessity to always include the 
primaries in both observation intervals, so as not to 
provide a positive,cue for detection. For physical tones, 
this procedure is annlogous to alwAys h~ving the "signal" 
(in Experiment I, the COT> occur in one ear in both 
observation intervals. 
Hoth these possibilities were .tested simultaneously 
by presenting the lower freauency primary (fl) and a 30-dB, 
500-Hz tone Cthe 11 siqnal 11 ) to one ear in both observAtion 
intervals. The 500-Hz tone that is always presented to one 
ear thus simulates the CDT in the Experiment I task. 
Threshold signal to noise ratios for the SoNo and S No 
conditions of this contrnl are listed in Table III Rs 
control 2. Although control 2 does reduce the size of the 
BMLD from control I for some subjects, the SoNo thresholds 
for control 2 do not differ essentiAlly from those of· 
control I for any of the subjects. This result does not 
support the notion that for the reason~ given above, the 
Experiment I task is overall more difficult th;m the 
traditional BMLD task for physical tones. Presently, no 
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simple explanation for the gen~rally hiqher thresholds 
obtained in Experiment I is forthcoming except to consider 
the effect of interaural intensive differences introduced 
by error in the signal 1 evel chosen to approximate CUf 
level. Such differences could mly be expected to Account 
for the lower thresholds in dichotic (S;rNo) controls. 
Nonetheless, this aspect of the data is co~sidered not so 
crucial as to overshadow the basic outcom~ of Experiment I; 
that a BMLD can he. obtained for a COT. 
A BMLD for a COT is in keepinq with other 
sti~ulus-like properties of the CDT a~d· provides convergent 
psychophysical evidence establishi~g the oriqin of the CDi 
at a peripheral staqe of the auditory system, prinr tn 
converqe~C8 of input from the two ears. AS -iiSCIJSSPd ~~ 
the literAture review, phase lockinq and selectivA tuninq 
to a 2fl-f2 referent in the activity of single eiqhth nerve 
fibers of tho cat plAce the site of CDT qt>nerati0n .qc:; far 
peripheral as the cochlea (Goldstei'l a'ld KiAn(). l96g). 
Equally importr~nt, the outcome of Experiment I provides the 
impetus to pursue other i s~ues regnrdi'lq t~-~e COT with the 
BMLD proce;:fure. 
Conclusions 
J) A dMLD can be obtained for A COT and a physical tone 
of the same frequency to the other ear. 
2> This result establishes the origin of the COT prior 
to convergence of input from the two ears. 
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H. COT Phase Depef'ldence on Stimulus Level 
Perhaps the most siqnificant of the issues 
regardi~g the COT is the questio~ ~s to whether 
psychophysical and physiological cancellation estirrtates of 
COT phase are cont~minated by interactiof'l betwee~ 
cancellation tone and primaries. As indicated i~ the 
literature review, an answer to this auestion is important 
for an understanding of the appa~ef'lt discrepa~cy that 
exists betwee~ COT psychophysics af'ld physiolnqy reqardi~g 
phase dependence on stimulus level. Interaction of the 
primaries with the probe tone can be avoided by either 
temporally or spatially separating the probe fro~ the 
primaries. 
Smoore~burg (1972> took the first approach in a qap 
maski~g procPdure if'l which the COT fu~ctio~ed as a tPr'lporal 
masking stimulus. First, the masked threshold of a siqnal 
tone at 2fl-f2 was determinej with the CDT as masker. The 
level of the CDT was thef'l estimated by the level of a 
referent 
signal. 
about 
masking tone at 2fl-f2 that just masked this 
Estimates of COT level obtai,ed in this manner are 
20-dB below comparable cancellation estimates. 
However, when the lower primary tone Cfl > is included in 
the referent maskPr, gap maskinq and cancell~tion 
estimations of COT level agree well, indicatinq that the 
2fl-f2 tone in the r~feref'lt masker is suppressed hy the 
lower primary. The implication of these data, is that the 
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canc~llation procedur~ overestimates COT level because the 
lower freqtiency primary suppresses the effective level of 
the ca~c~llation tone~ ~Jlsation threshold data of 
Smoorenburg (1974), as discussed in section II.b. are also 
consistent with this view. Neither the pulsation threshold 
procedure nor th~ gap masking proc~dure, how~ver, has been 
succ~ssfully applied to determining the effect, if any. of 
the lower primary on the effective phase of the 
cancPllntion tol'"!e •. 
One procedure for spatially sep8rating the proh~ 
tone from the primaries has been explored by Goldstein, et 
al. C 197B> as discussed in sectio~ II.B •• A rnore conolete 
spatial s~paration is achievei by presenting the prob~ tone 
to the ear opposite the C:JT as in the oresent C:H-',L:) 
experiment. Because the probe is presented simulta~e0usly 
with the COT, the BMLO has the potential arlderl avantaqe of 
providing phr~ se mea sure men ts of the CDL Given the or1tcnme 
of Experiment I. the BMLD is next applied to nhtain 
nonintrusive psychophysical m~asurenents of CDI phase as a 
function cf the level ~f the primari~s in Experiment II. 
Experiment II. 
Purposez The purpose of Experiment II is three 
fold. the experiment provided a preliminary test of a new 
psychophysical procedure for faster and more efficient data 
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collection -that allows measurement of CDT level as well as 
phase. It attempted a replicntio~ of the results of 
Ex per I me nt I with this procedure for different subjects, 
and, most importantly, it provided data on the extent to 
which COT phase as estimated ·.-~i th the BMLD is depende~t on 
primary level. 
Stimuli and Apparatus: Same as Experiment I except 
primary level was varied from 60 to 85-dH in 5-dB steps. 
Also, for each primary level, a range of signal levels was 
investigated. Siqnal levels varied 8t 3-dB steps about a 
value 35-dB down from the primAries. 
Procedure: Signal thresholds 1'1en~ obtai~ed by a 
method of ad 1 r 1 s t men t • Alternati~q.siqnal and non-signal 
observAtio~ Intervals were separated by 500 ms. and marked 
by separnte liohts. The subject pressej a button causi~q 
noise level to increase at a rate ·Of 2-dB per signal-
nonsiqnal alternation for as lonq as the hut ton was helrJ 
down. r~he'1 the subject no lonqer detected the signal, 
he/she releAsed the button cAlls i nq noise level to bPqin to 
decrease at the same rate. When the suhject once aqain 
detected the signal he/she press?d the button causinq noise 
level to increAse aqain. This process continued until 
twenty reversals in the direction of the noise level had 
been obtained. The first four reversals were discarded and 
the avera~e nf the remaining reversals established a 
threshold. Fiqure 10 shows two representative examples of 
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the course of ~oise attenuation for threshold determination. 
over a seque:nce of trials. 
FIGUHE 10 
Representative examples of the course of noise 
attenuation ov~r a trial se~uence for 
method of adjtJstment <two subjects). 
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Signal thresholds for each co~hination of primary 
level, siqnal level and sign~l phase wer~ obtained to find 
the signal level for which the B~LD is largest for each 
primary level. Systematic collection of the data made it 
unnecessary to obtain thresholds for more than four signal 
levels at each primary level. 
Some words of explanation are in order regarding 
this new procedure. In Experiment I, only one signal level 
to estimate COT was investigated. ·This level was chosen 
level fro~ the pulsation threshold data of Smoorenhurq 
this manner is not (1974). Estimation of CDT level in 
extended to the present experiment for two reasons. First, 
we wished to develop a convergent tech11ique for measrJrinq 
CDT level that deoe'lds on the 13'.\LD phe'loffie'IA. Our 
estimates of CDT level could the11 be evaluated aqai'lst 
those obtained by other procedures. Second, error in 
estimates takPn from pulsation thresholrl data could 
conceivably cause error in mea sr 1re s of CDf phase. 
Time-Intensity tradinq contours for the AMLD have been 
plotted by Colburn a11d Durl.;ch ( 1965). The trading ratios 
are a cor1plex function of interaur1l ohase And inte'lsity 
differences and magnitu~e of the BMLD. For reasonaly si~ed 
BMLDs the potential time-intensity trading r~tios are large 
enouqh that significant error in the level of the signal 
chosen to approximate CDT level couLi c:ause siqnificnnt 
error in COT phase men.surement.s through c; time-intensity 
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trade-off. ·Differences in this error for the different 
primary level conditions woul:i therefore make irwiAble Any 
implication of the results for the question of C~T phase 
dependence on primary level. 
So that BMLD estimates of CDT level ~nd ph~se could 
be more directly compAred to cancellation estin1ntes, 
cancellation estimates were Also obtained for subjects of 
Experiment II. The cancellation estimates were obtained 
under stimulus conditions identical to those under which 
BMLD estimates were obtAin~d with the exception thAt the 
signal to the right ear was repla~ed by a 500-Hz 
cancellAtion tnne to the left ear and the masking nnise was 
removed. Subjects were Jiven co,trol of both the levPl and 
relative p!Jase of the cancellAtion tone An·i were instructed 
to adjust the level and phAse so as to CAncel thA CDT 
percept in the nonstnndard observatio, interval. 
those 
Hesults and Discussi0n: 
of Experiment I were 
Theoretical 
fit to the 
curves like 
BMLD <iatn of 
ExperirnPnt II; one curve for each combination of signal 2nd 
primnry level. ExRmples of these curves are shown in 
Figures II through 13 for 65-df3 primaries, with signal 
level as the parameter. A solid curve And data points are 
plotted for the signal level yielding the laruest HMLD for 
thi.s level of the primAries. The dnshed curves are for 
siqr.al levels yieldinq smaller BA\LDs. ThP. datn points for 
the dashed curves have b~en omittfld for clArity of 
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presentation. TheoreticAl curves for 65-d~ primAries are 
chosen as ex1mples so As to allow direct CO:Jl.UArison to 
Figures 6 throuqh 9 of Experiment I. However, these curves 
are generally representative of th0se ohtnined for each 
level of the primaries. The relevant parameters of the 
curve yieldinq the largest 8MLD for each level of the 
primaries Rre summarized in Appendix 0, and the raw 8~LD 
data <threshold signal-to-noise ratios> are presented in 
Appendix E. 
FIGUI?ES II TiNOUGH 13 
The binaurRl nRskinq level difference 
as a function of the level <Ls> and 
phase <¢s> of the siqnal relntive 
to the primaries (three suhjects>. 
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CoMparison of Figures 6 through 9 with Figur~s II 
through 13 mr:~kes clear the negligable effects procedural 
changes in Experiment II had upon the BMLD for the COT. 
The theoretical fit to the data of Experiment II did not 
suffer with procedural chanqes. As for Experiment I, the 
standard error of estimate averages about 1-dB. Also. the 
phase value at which the BMLD converges to a Minimum 
appears not to have been affected. Although the size of 
the BMLD dimi'1ishes for RL who wac; the only suhject 
participating in both Experiments, the phase value at which 
the BMLD converges to ,1 min I mum ch.::mqes hy no more thEm a 
few degrees. No systematic indication of a time-intensity 
trade was observed in the BMLD data. therefore. a 
statistical analysis for such was '1ot oerfnrmed. 
For each level of the priMaries CDT phase and level 
estimates were derived from the curve s~owinq the larqest 
BMLDt. Specifically, CDT phAse was 
Experiment I> hy the phase value 
converged to a minimu:n, And CD.C level 
estimated (As in 
at which this curve 
was 8Stimat~d by the 
signal level that produced the curve. Derivation of level 
estimates in this manner is based on the observation noted 
in Chapter III~ thAt variatio'1 in the interaural phase 
difference of a physical tone yields the larqest BMLD when 
the level of the tone is equal at the two ears. Aqa!n, the 
implicit assumption of the BMLD level esti~ation procedure 
is that the COT behaves as a physical ton~. 
l 
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BMLD phase and level estimates are plotted in 
Figures 14 through 16 along with cancellation estimates for 
the three subjects. Cancellation estimates represent the 
average of 3 to 4 adjustments. Error bars indicating one 
st~ndard error on either side of the data point have been 
plotted where appropriate. Comparison of the variability 
of BMLD and cancellation level estimates is not possible as 
only one value went into the determination of each BMLD 
level estimate. The variability associated with phase 
estimates on the other hand, differs little for the two 
prncedures. The stand~rd error of estimate for BMLD phase 
estimates averages 29 degrees; the standard error of the 
mean for cancellation phase estimates _averages 22 degrees. 
The BMLD level estimates agree with the present and 
with previous cancellation estimates <Smoorenburq, 1972) in 
showing about a 10 dB growth in the COT for every l0-d8 
increase in primary level. However, cancellation level 
estimates are consistently above corresponding BMLD 
est !mates, grenter hy an average of about 4-dB for sub1 ~ ct 
JS to as much f3S 14-dB for subject JP. The difference in 
level estimates between the two procedures might be 
attributed to suppression of the effective level of the 
cancellation tone by the lower (fl) primary which only can 
occur i.n the cancell~tion procedure. Again, cancellation 
tone level must overestimate CDT level to override this 
r . ·. •' ' f . • 
' I 
FIGURES 14 THROUGH 16 
Cubic difference tone phase and level estimates 
as a function of the level of the primaries 
obtained with the HMLD Copen circles) and 
cancellation {fillP.d circl~s> procedure 
for three subjects 
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suppression. ~vidence for this account is qiven by the 
no~simulta~eous mAskinq data 
discuss~d i~ the literature 
of S;noorenburq 
revie•·J. 'fh~ 
(1974> as 
level 
estimates agree well in absolute value with estimAtes 
obtained from these data (see ~iqure I of this pAper), nnd 
similarly indicate a slightly smAller ;Jrowth of t1'1e CDT 
with primary level co~pared to cancell~tion estimates. 
Also, consistent with this interpretation is the 
observation that the larqe variation hetween suhjects in 
the 8~LD and ca~cPllation level 
estimates is due almost entirely to vAriation of the 
absolute value of the CA~cellati0n level esti~at~s. 
Shannon (1()76> has shown that the extent of the StJD/)ressive 
effect of nne tone upon another also varies as much from 
one subiect to the next. 
Of greater interest, however, is the qenerqlly qood 
agreement between d~LD and cancellation phase estimates of 
the CDJ. fhe ph a sA functions for t hP two p rocPrlU r~ s i-'lqre"! 
both in terms of their Rbsolllte v;:dw~s ~nd their- slopPs. 
Subjects show some variahility in the slopes of the 
cancellatinq phnSP. fu~ctio:1s, rn'iqinq fro11 an RvernqP. phnsA 
reductio~ of n'Jout 3 deqrees/•-m for l~L to c:; rieqrees/dt3 for 
JP. Such vAriability is not uncommon for C:Ancellfltion 
phase rlAtn. ThP. slopes of the BMLD ph~sP functio:1s follow 
these differences across sublects. Phase fu:1ctions qiver1 
by BMLO estimAtes do t€nd to show slightly shAllower slopes 
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than those given by the c~ncellati0n estimates. On the 
assumption that the B,.J.LO procedure yields <m undi started 
phase function, an opposite trend Is indicated by the 
nonlinear model of basilar rn~ 1nt)r~ne motion by Hall (1974) 
(see Figure 7 of that paper). Presently, no explanation of 
this finding is forthcominq. Nonetheless, a clear COT 
phase depenrle~ce o~ primary lev~l obtained with the BMLD 
procedure arques aqainst the notio'"l th-1t the same 
dependence evidenced with the cancellation procedure is 
caused by interaction between pri~aries and cancellation 
tone Jn the sa~e ear. 
This outcome is reinforced by unpuhlished dnta of 
Sachs an:i lurek ( 1977). fhese i"WPstiqators used A 
binaurAl lateralizAtion proce::iure for rneAsurinq CJT phase 
in which the phase of a pro!Je tone was ndjusted to center 
the image of a CJT of the s~me freque'"lcy in the oppositR 
ear. As with the BMLD procedure, interaction hetween orobe 
and primaries was averted by presentinq prohe and pri~~ries 
to oppositA ears. On the assumption the the COT behaves as 
a physical tone, the relative phase of the probe for a 
centered imaqe provided ., measure -of CJT phnse (see Sayers. 
1964). Sachs and Zurek showed lateralization and 
cancellation estimates of COT phase to be parRllel 
fun c t i on s of p r i r1 a r y 1 e v e 1 , dec r e a s i n q a t abo u t 3 to I 0 
deqrP.es/dB for stimulus cor'ldi tions cor.JpRrable to those 
presented here. 
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Attempts to account for the discrepancy that exists 
betweeil COT psychophysics f'lnd physiolo1y regardinq CDT 
phase dependence on primary level have attributed the 
psychophysically observed dependence to possible 
confoundinq i~teractions between 
primaries (Goldstein, et al., 
cancellation ton?. and 
1978). The data of 
Experinent II do not support thi~ account. A CDT phase 
dependence is nbtai~ed when such confounding int8ractions 
are circumvented by presenting probe and primaries to 
different Consequently, 
issue as to 
these data provide no 
resolution to the why a similar phase 
dependence is not also evident in the neural response to 
the COT. They do, however~ point to a need to consider 
alternative explanations of the discrepancy. One possible 
explanation is suqqested here. 
This account cautions against 
effect does not exist on the basis 
limited attempts to evidence the effect. 
rlecidinq that an 
of the failur~ of 
To see why, a 
closer examin~tion of the neural data that has supoorted 
the contention t!Iat the neural C~)T phAse resronse rloes not 
chance with stimulus level is in order. The data come from-
two studiRs; the one by Goldstei~ and Kiang (1968) and the 
other by Smoorenhur<J e t a 1. , < 197 6 >. In the study by 
Goldstein and Kiang (1968>. PST histograms synchronized to 
2fl-f2 are presented as a functio"l of primary level for 
only one ne n·e fiber. Iht~ PS r h.i stoqrams show no ch<'H'lqe in 
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phase. with primary level for this fiber. Smoorenhurq et 
al. (1976> present phase functions of primary level for a 
number of fibers (see Fi~ures 16 a~d 19 of that paper>. 
For most of these fibers the phase functions are 
essentially flat. However, for at least two fib8rs. the 
phase functions show a clear phase reduction of about 5 
degrees/dB, consistent with psychophysical cancellation 
data <Goldstei'1, et al.. 197cn. Although few in number, 
fibers showinq CDT phase dependence on stimulus level 
indicate that if one looks hard enouqh for these fibers, 
they ca~ be found. 
This statement is supported by very 
recordings from auditory nerve fihers.nf cat in response to 
the COT, reported by Buune~ and ~hode ( 1978). These 
investiJators present data for a siq'1ific~nt ~umber of 
fibers which show 4 to 5 degrees shifts in COT with primary 
level, ~lthouqh no systematic trend ln the direction of the 
phase shifts is apparent (see Figures 8 and 9 of that 
paper>. In view of these data and the analysis qiven 
<1bove, the conclusion based on the Goldstein and Kianq 
(1968>, and S~oorenburq et al (1916> studies that a neural 
COT phase dependence on stimulus level does ~ot exist may 
have been premature. Perhaos, the subject "listensu only 
with those fibers that show a CDT phase dependence on 
stimulus level when performing the psychophysical 
cancellation task. 
Conclusions 
I> HMLDs produced by the C~T are robust. They are 
evidenced by all six subjects tested and are little 
affected by chanqes in the psychophysical task. 
2) HMLDs produced by COTs can he used to derive phase 
and level estimates of the CDT. 
3> Although an average of 4 to 14-dB below cancellation 
estimates, BMLD level estimates of the CDf, like 
cancellation ~stimates, show a I 0-dB growth in the 
CDI with every 1 0-dB increase in r>rimary level. The 
difference in the absolute values of the 1 Avel 
estimates for the two procedures may he due to 
suppre ssicm of the ca'!cellati.Qn tone i'l the 
cancellation procedure. 
4) B~LD phase estimAtes of the ern with 
Cf'lacellatio:1 estimates i'1 both their absolute values 
and in the slopes of tlte functions relt=~tinq C!H 
phase to pr·imnry level. the lnter showinq phase 
reductio:1s of 3 to 5 degrees/1d. The ct=~ncellntion 
procedure, therefore, ~ppears to yield undistorted 
estimates of COT r>hase. 
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CHAPTEH V 
SUMMARY 
The last two decades of psychoacoustical research 
have yielded a proliferatio~ of studies on the properties 
of the 2fl-f2 COT. The research effort has been motivAted 
by the theoretical and functional significance the COT has 
for a nu~b~r of auditory phenomena. as well as an interest 
generated by the enigmatic character that separates the cor 
from other distortin:'1 products of the ear. Yet. the 
realizntio~ of this research effort owes its existence to 
the cancellati0n procedtJre which has proviJed R methodolrJqy 
for stu~yi'lq the COT quantitativ~ly. 
Two major issues hAve Avolved from ca:')ce.ll'1tio'l 
stu::Hes. The first issue concerns the stimtilus-like 
properties of the COT; the ohservatio'l that the COT hehAves 
as if a co~po:')ent at 2fl-f2 wPre physically present in the 
stimulus complex. The second issue involves the question 
as to the p~ysioloolcal basis of the CDT. In reqard to 
this s~c0nf issue, currer1t psychophysical and physioloqica1 
studies have been conducted in an attempt to understRnrl the 
discrepancy that exists between these studies reqardinq the 
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depende11ce of CDT phase on stimulus level. A conclusion of 
this research is that 
misleading i'iformat Jon 
cancellation data ~ay provide 
ahcut the CDT. The data are 
consistent with the notion that the effective phase of the 
cancellation tone itself, not the COT, changes with primary 
level. If this notin, were correct, the discrepancy 
between psychophysicAl and physioloqical ciata could be 
explained bya confounding interFtction between cancellation 
and primF~ry to~es in the cancellation procedure. 
The present investigation addresses both of these 
issues. It describes a conv2rqent psychophysical tech~ique 
for making phase nnd level me~surements of the COT that 
avoids the pote:1tiRl ir1teraction betv;een cancellation and 
primary tones inherent in the canc;::dlation proceciure. Thi.s 
interaction is circumvented by fln extreme form of spAtial 
separation. The probe tone at freouency equals 2fl-f2 is 
presented to the ear opposite the ear containinq the 
primaries. The masked threshold of the probe tone <the 
siqncd) is then measured fer different relative phases and 
1 eve 1 s of the probe. The su CCF: ss of the A rP roach depends 
of th~ assumption that at som8 level of the probe, the 
probe and CDT in the other ear wi 11 interact to produce fl 
BMLD. The level of the probe for which the BMLD is largest 
is taken as an estimate of CD'! level, and the relative 
phase of the probe at this level far which the BMLD 
conveges to a minimum is take~ as an estimate of C~T phase. 
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Experiment I tested the Assumption that a probe at 
2fl-f2 will interact with a CJT in the other ear to produce 
a BMLD. The experiment directly addresses the Issue 
concerning the stimulus-like properties of the COT. The 
data indicate a BMLD for probe and COY as would be expected 
if the CDT truely behaves as a physical tone. Control 
experiments discounted the possibility that the BMLD could 
have resulted from binaural interaction of the probe with 
the lower frequency primary or from interaction between 
probe and modulation envelope of the two tone waveform in 
the other ear. Experiment I also addresses the question as 
to the physloloqical origin of the CJT. The positive 
indication of a BMLD f')r the COT establishes the oriqir) 
prior to convergence of input from the two ears. 
In Experiment II, the BMLD procedure was applied to 
perform ~easurements on the CDI for different levels of the 
primaries. The experiment is an attempt to understand the 
reason for the discrepa~cy that exists h.etwee, 
psychophysical and physioloqical studies regarding COT 
phase dependence on primary 
indirectly addressed to the 
level. 
issue of 
It 
the 
is, therefore, 
physiological 
basis for the CDT. Data for Experiment II show a near 
equivalent shift in COT phase with primary level for both 
BMLD and cancellation procedures suggesting that the shift 
observed in psychophysicRl cancellation studiss is not the 
result of interaction between the cancellation and primary 
8H 
tones. Th~ data also r~plicate th~ basic outchMe of 
Experiment I with different subjects and a 1ifferent 
psychophysical procedure for faster anrl mo~e efficient data 
collection, thus establishi~q the practical applicability 
of the approAch to measurement of auditory nrmlineArities 
under a variety of stimulus conditions. 
CHAPIER VI 
FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
Having established the feasability of using the 
BMLD to study the 2fl-f2 COT in Exp~riments I and II, 
possible futur~ applications of the BMLD to th~ study of 
still other issues regardinq this comhination tone as well 
as additio~al ""lonlinei3r auditnry phenomena are di.scussed i~ 
the following sections. 
A. ~fl-f2 COT Nonmonotonicity 
Sev~ral canc~llation studies CHelle, 196<1, 1970; 
Smoorenbtlr], 1972; ~~eber and Mellert, 1975> have reveAled 
stimulus conditions for which the 2fl-·f2 CDT hehaves 
irregularly. As either the frequency separation or the 
level of the primary tones changes, the lev~l of the cor 
decreases, reaches a minimum, nnd then increases aqain. In 
the neighborhood of t~e a;nplituc'e dip, there is 8lso an 
abrupt change in the phase of t.h~ COl. This 
nonmonotinicity remAins a ctirlosity. However, in a 
detailed study of the nonmonotoni city, Ha 11 < I 975) has 
demonstrated a close relAtionship of the amplitude dip to 
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the existence of 
primary level. 
cancellation tone 
By association. 
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phase dependence on 
this relatinnship 
implicates interaction between the cancellation tone a~d 
primaries as a possible explanation for the 
nonmonotonicity. On this account. it is interesting to 
note that a similar nonmonotonicity has yet to be observed 
in the physiological data on the CDT. Application of the 
BMLD procedure in an attP.mpt to rAveal irrP.gulnr COT 
behavior might s~rve to clarify the reason for this 
nonmonotonicity. 
B. COT Measurements in Hearing ImpAired Listeners 
A ma1or concP.rn of the present study is the issue 
reqardlnq the site of COT qeneration. The resolution of 
this issue is essential for a desrlptlon of the 
physiological :nechnnism underlying the COT nonlinearity '"'l'ld 
for an understandinq of peripherAl transrluctinn of the 
auditory sti~ulus. The most promising psychophysic3! 
approach to this issue has been to infer the site of 
generation from measurements of cuhic distortion in 
listeners with well dsfined hearinq losses. 
Smoorenburg CIS-'72) first took this Approach with A 
subject who had a threshold elevation in one eAr in a 
~arrow frequency region of his audiogram. The threshold 
elevation was diagnosed as resulting from a defect in 
tonotop!c processing, presumAbly of hnir cell oriqin. ThA 
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subject clearly perceived the COT in the normal ear, but 
could not hear the sa~e COT in the defective ear when only 
the primaries were located in the region of the loss. This 
observation is taken to indicate that the defect precedes 
the nonlinearity responsible for CDI ge'1eration where it 
prevents the primary components' response from reaching the 
nonlinearity so as t,.) produce the COT. If, alternatively, 
the nonlinearity preceded the defect, the primary 
COlilponent s should. have interacted i '1 the nonlinearity to 
produce a COT that would have then bypAssed the defect. 
Leshowitz and Lindstrom < 1977) present si~ilar data frolil a 
hearing impaired listener that further suggest the 
no'1llnearity exists in the cochlea Just basal to the 
characteristic place of the primaries. 
Vlhlle these studies provide valuable information 
regarding the site of the nonlinearity, their 
methodological limitations prohibit qua'"ltitative 
measurements of the effects a particular defect may have on 
COT phAse and amplitude. -ihese types of measuremRnts would 
greatly facilitate a description of the physiological 
mechanism of the CDT nonlinear! ty. For cancellation 
studies to provide these measurements, assumptions would 
have to be made regarding the influence the defect rnay have 
on proc~ssinq of the cancellation tone. On the other hand, 
any potential influence of the defect on processi'"lg of a 
probe tone could be bypassed by presenting the probe to the 
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opposite ear {the normal ear) ~s is do~e in the BMLD 
procedure for measuring the CDT. Thus. measurP.ment of 
cubic distortion in hearing .Impaired listeners with the 
BMLD procedure promises to be of value in helping to reveal 
the physiological basis for the nonlineArity underlyinq CDT 
generation. 
It is also ~xpected that the B"LD procedure will 
provide an efficient means for diaqnoslng and understanding 
auditory distortion in impaired ears. Previous work has 
led to the speculation th~t auditory distortio~ in ears 
with cochlear damage is esoecially pronounced, yet, a 
consistent picture nf distortion in these ears has not yet 
emerged (e.q. Nelson and Bilger. 1974). In view of the 
prohler1s 
clinic.:=tl 
encountered 
populations, 
i '1 psychoacou st i CR 1 menstn·err1ent s in 
same-jiff~rent methodology ( i. p. 
Experiment I) would be of great tJse in efforts to prorlr1ce a 
detailed analysis of auditory distortion in irlpnlred ears. 
C. The 2f2-f I CiH 
In contrast to the 2fl-f2 CDT, the 2f2-fl COT has 
been virtually ignored. The reason for this neqlect has to 
do with the elusive nAture of the 2f2-fl COT rather thc:m 
any consensus of theoretical insignificance. The 2f2-fl 
COT is of a frequency just abovA the frequencies of the 
primorles .so that it mny be rendered inr~udihle hy the 
upward sprer~d of mAsking prorluced by the primAries 
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CSmoorenburq, 1972 and Plomo, 1967>. The upwArd spreAd of 
masking is alwAys more effective than the lowet spread of 
maskinq <Eqan and Hake, 1950>. Yet, this account is by no 
means certain. Goldstein (1967) has shown that in the 
presence of equal level primaries, a tone at 2f2-·fl is 
clearly detectable at a level well below that prerlictAd for 
the 2f2-fl CDT assuming symetrical distortion Above and 
below the primaries. He concludes that the 2f2-fl CDT is 
rendered inaudiblB by an Rsymetrical peripheral weiqhtinq 
function of freauency thAt places least weight on 
frequencies atJove the prim=:~ries. Likewise, th~ basilar 
membrane modPl for distortion rrociucts by Hall (1974) 
places little weight on frequencies ahove the primaries. 
The model does not support vihratior"l abovP the 
characteristic frequency At the place where the distortion 
products are assumed to originate (i.e. where fl And f2 
over lap). :-Jeverthe 1 e ss, the mode 1 prodtJce s A ~~f 2-f I 
component thAt is As larqe or larger than the ~fl-f2 
component making it necessAry to invoke masking nf thP 
2f2-fl COT by the primAries to reconcile the model with the 
data. 
Data on the 2f2-fl COT would promote attempts to 
model distortion produced by the peripherAl ear. HecRuse 
techniques for collectinq these dAta Are pre~e~tly 
unavailable, it is not known whether the 2f2-fl COT is 
generated by an essential nonlineArity as is believed 
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responsible for the 2fl-f2 CDT, is rather describe~ by a 
quadratic nonlineerity as Hall's (1974> model holds, or 
indeed, whether it exists at all. Estimation of the 
relative mag"itud~ of 2f2-fl distortio" is also impnrt~nt 
for determininq the extent to which reiterative qAneration 
of distortion products supports distortion at freouenc.ies 
above the primaries CHussek and MacLeod, 1976>. 
A further reason for pursuing the BMLO as a means 
of measurinq distortion products is the potential for 
developin9 a technique that will U"'lcover the properties of 
the elusive 2f2-fl CDT. As discussed above, the inability 
to hear the 2f2-fl COT has been attributed on the one hand 
to the upwarrl spread of maski~q by the pri~aries and O"'l the 
other to an asymetrical peripheral weiqhtinq function of 
frequency: If the former interpretation is at least partly 
correct, the possibility exists for releasing the 2f2-fl 
COT from this naskinq with a BMLD for this distortion 
product and a tone of the same freque"'lcy tn the opposite 
ear. 
Failure to evidence a dMLD for the 2f2-fl CDT and 
the signal to the other ear wi 11 support the notion that 
minimal weightinq hy the peripheral ear on frequencies 
above those of the primaries causes the 2f2-fl CDT to be 
Inaudible. Otherwise, evirlence of a BMLD will indicAte 
that masking by the primaries Is at least partly 
responsible. Given the later outcome, the meAsured level 
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of the 2f2-fl COT will be of interest for determininq the 
nature of th~ nonlinearity responsible for generatinn of 
this CDf. 
Goldstein ( l967) has assumed that both the 2fl-f2 
and 2f2-fl CDTs are genergted by art overloadinq type of 
no~linearity i, which each term in the expression is 
normAlized by the peak amplitude of the stimulus <see 
section C.I.>. The normalizei nonlinearity is a symetrical 
nonlinearity; equivalP-nt distortion exists at fr~que~cies 
equal distAnces above and below the primAries. Thus, if 
the above assumption is corr~ct, the measured level of thP 
2f2-fl COT should be approximately equ.=~l to that me1sured 
for the 2fl-f2 cor in Experiment II .. 
In the br.~sil.=~r membrane model of cubic distortion 
by Hall (1974), 2f2-fl distortion at any ooint alnnq the 
membra'"le is given by the squnre of the f2 component 2t that 
point times the fl compo,ent At that point. .L·hus, th~ 
m orl e 1 produce s CJ r e a t e r d i s t or t i on a t t he 2 f 2- f I p L-1 c e t h n '1 
at the 2fl-f2 place along the membrane. 
correct, the measured level nf the 
therefore, be greater than that of 
Ex per 1 me nt II. 
If Hall's model is 
2f:?-fl CDT should 
the 2fl-f2 CDT in 
A final possible outcome is that the level of the 
2f2-fl co·r will be below thAt of the 2fl-f2 CDT. This 
result would imply that more than maskinq by the primaries 
Is respor1s!ble for previous fAilures to evidence the 2f2-fl 
CDT. D i ffere'1ces 
frequencies of 
in 
the 
contributing factor. 
weighti'1g 
primAries 
This outcome 
above 
m.:3y 
would 
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anrl b11low the 
then~fore be a 
make impossible 
interpretation of the r~sults with respect to the '1ature of 
the nonli~earity underlylnq qeneration of the 2f2-fl CDT. 
An additional experiment tnvestiqating the qrowth of the 
2f2-fl COT with primary level woul~ be required to explore 
this issue. 
D. The f2-fl Difference Tone 
In the introductio~ brief mention was made of the 
f2-fl combinntion 
difference tone <DT>. 
tone, commonly refered to 
Cancellatio'1 studies reveal 
as the 
the Df 
to behave markedly 1'1 contrast to tho. CDT. Unlike th" CDT. 
the DT is heard only r:~t relatively hiqh stimulus lAvels 
(qreater them 50 dB SPL>. Its qrowth with stimulus lPvel 
is described by thg classic power series expansio'1 
(qu.:3dratic term>, increasinq with the cube of stimulus 
arnplittJJe, and its amplitude l.s little nffected hy the 
fn'!quency sepAration of thP. prime1ries CGolrlstein. IY72> 
(6). Because the basilar membrane is knnw'1 to be the first 
frequency selective element of the eAr, the independence.of 
the OT on the frequency sepnration of th~ primari~s lPd to 
(6) HowevPr. see Hume, 1979. E!'1d HEill, J972a. 
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initial sp~cul~tion that the ~f is qe~~r~ted prior tn the 
basilar membrane, possibly in the overlaodinq of middle ear 
structur~s. However, Hall C1972> has shown that at low 
<less tha~ 500 Hz> freque~cies the DT behaves ~ore like 
that of U)e COT. A direction future reseorch may take 
would bE! to invest! 1ate QUAdrAtic distortion at low and 
hiqh fr~quencies with the B~LD procedure. 
E. High Frequency Stimuli 
Althou-Jh the 3.'.\LD is pri:narily a low frea•Iency 
phenomP.n0:'1 <Hilling a'fr:i Jeffress, 196'3>. McFncirlen, et .=ll. 
(1975> have shown suhstantinlly sized bii.LDs for hiqh 
frequency narrowband noise stimuli. It sho11ld. therefore. 
provt: possible to stuiy the br.havior of h1qh freque~cy 
2fl-f2 and f2-fl combination hnncis. 
F. Two Trme S'lppression 
Smoore~burg ( 1974> h~s notPd that the vth la~ 
device he proposes to d P. scribe CD.1.~ be hr:w i or pr::xitlc e s 
suppressive effects: hiqh nmrlitude co:nronsnts suporess the 
amplitude of lower amplitude components Csee section C.2.>. 
A quAlitative manifestatio~ of this propP.rty of the 
nonlinearity is evidenced in psychophysical "1nd 
physioloqi cal studies of two-tone 11 su porA ss inn" ( Hou tqa st, 
1972; Shannon, 1976; Snchs and Kianq, 1968; JnvP.l, At al., 
1978>. In physlolo:Jlcal studies, the suppression is 
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observed as a reduction in the neural discharge rate to a 
tone Cfl) upon addition of a second tone (f2). For 
psychophysical studies the suppression is evidenced as a 
reduction in the maskinq effectiveness of a forward masker 
(masker precedes signal> that may accompany the addition of 
an f2 component to the masker. Simulta~eous masking 
procedures (coincident signal and masker> have not revealed 
such suppressive effects, presumahly because the f2 
component suppresses both the signal ~nd the masker to the 
same extent leaving the siqnal to noise ratio constant 
CHoutgast, 1972>. Suopression of the signal is, therefore, 
circumvented 1~ the forward maskinq procedure by temporally 
separAting thA signal from thq masker. 
Nonetheless, the forward masking proce1ure fo~ 
measuring suppression is somewhat inefficient in ths 
respect th~t it requires nany observqtions in 
simulation procedure to accurately estimate the macnituJe 
of suprression <Houtq~st, 197.?.>. In a~dition, it provides 
no P.Stimate of potential phase distortion of th8 fl 
component by the f 2 component; tho!Jgh such distort ion has 
bee'l demortstratcd in recent physioloqical <Srnoorenhurq. et 
al., 1976) and psychophysical (HoutqElst, 1977> studies. 
Quantitative measurement of this phase distortion is 
important for ~ meaninqful description of the physiological 
mech;:mism two-tone su pp r e s s to.!'JJ.~ • ...__ . The BMLD 
. . ·;·· 
. ~ . ". :· . 
procedure mcy provide an e ffi c i f~nt means of 'p·er forming 
these measurements. 
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APPENDIX A 
Linear Syste~s Analysis 
Linear systems analysis refers to a broad cateqory 
of analytic techniques that can b~ applied specifically tn 
the determination of the input output response 
characteristics of linear systems. As illustrated below, 
for any system there is an input siqnnl and a'"l output 
signal or response function, where H descrlhes 
f ( tl -+{_ 5-:;:.V ] ) H(f(t)J 
the operation that is perform8d by the syste~ on the input 
f<t>. The system is said to he linenr if H satisfies two 
conditions: 
and 
!H f 1 ( t) + f 2 ( t) + ••• + fn ( t ) J = 
IH t1 < t > J + l-H f 2 < t > J + ••• + d [ f n < t > l 
Hlaf(t)J = AH(f(t)J. 
108 
The first co~ditio~. superposition, requires that the 
output to a numher of independent inputs Oe expressiblP. as 
the sum of the outputs that would have been obtained if 
each i"'lput iA~ere prese'1ted ;done. The sP.cond conciition, 
homvgeneity, requires that the outputs to inputs of 
cii fferent magnitudes only ciiffer hy a constant of 
proportionAlity. Any system that violates either one of 
these conditions is said to he nonlinear. 
One of the. most powerful linear system analytic 
techniaues, the one apolied most extensively to the study 
of the eHr, is Fourier A~alysis. Accordinq to the theorem 
of Fourier. Any perioiic function f<t> no :nAttP.r hm1 
corn~lev can he ex~resse-:1 as tl!e sum of harmonically reloted 
eauations: 
a and b are coefficients obtained by the 
n n 
a0 = 2n- 1 r~nf<t>dt 
-1 2n 
an= 2n f 0 t<t>cosnw0 tdt 
-112n b = 2n of(t)sinnw trlt 
n n 
The powPr of this appraoch lies in its selection of the 
I 09 
sinusoid.· as a basis function. Any dP.rivnt1ve of a sinusoid 
is a s1 nu solei ··at the same frequency. Thus. the resportse of 
a linear system to a si'lusoidal i!""lput is er:~sy to crdculate 
and measure--the response is just an amplitude-scAled and 
phase-shifted replica of the input. Likewise, the response 
of a liner system to any periodic input can bA comoletAly 
described by superimposing the responses to the Individual 
sinusoids that comprise the input. 
I 10 
APPENDIX B 
s 
JL 
PS 
SM 
APPENDIX B 
Threshold signal-to-noise ratios (dd SPLJ 
AS a function of siq~al phasA (~s) 
relative to the primaries 
for the 2IFC task. 
SIGNAL PHASE re: P ri I !1.,'\rH ES < ¢s' deqrees) 
0 45 90 135 180 225 270 31~ 
----------------------------------------3.0 4.5 8.5 10.0 12.5 1~.0 -u. o 17.0 
3.0 1 0.1) 3.5 13.':) I I • :> 16.:> 9.fj I 3. ~) 
6.0 6.5 5.5 !0.5 9.0 26.0 19.5 13.0 
Ill 
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APPENDIX C 
FOHTftAN I'J 
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c 
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oo:~4 
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002? 
002B 
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0010 
1.'02.0•1 Sst 05-M~~-79 09!53!00 
MLDFIT estimates the val~es or K, B 2~0 C it, 
tt,e expressi2nsr 
BMLDt ~ lOLOGL(K-COSCPHASs-D))/(K-1), 
and, 
so c:.s to r11 :i t·ri :~.:f. ~-:t~ 
l t thero P lot.;c; t: ~~~ j_ nF·!Jt dd La dt .. ,d the be·~·:'.'­
fitti.n:.:l curv(.; (r)•~t!oor: F\ubEn·t f.,, Lutfi). 
TYf-•[ !:i 
f lJf\MAT ( 1 tic-,'$) 
1-iCCF:Pl 6rN 
FOf\MAT (I 3) 
TYF'£ 10 
FORMAf(' IN~Ur DATA') 
ACCEPl ~·(DMLDCI),DPHASCI),I=l•N' 
TYF'E' H 
FORMAl(· LOWER LIMIT Mt.n EST. !NT,:'S' 
ACCC:t'"T 6• IMiLDL 
Ti'T'E 1.:; 
FOf~~illT(·' LOWl.F: LHHT F'lio'l~:E ~eST. :;:tF;,cc'$i 
Ar:CEf-'T t., lF'fVic~L 
I MLitl "'<( ,~,/-:t .. DUI:2 
lMLDU.cJMLDU 1•\ 
IPHI':SU·" 1 f'H.'l';l_ +20 
Search fol~ Vd.l.ur.·s f.j~·· Kr B d;,.:i C ~·.ht:·i... ill.: .. r ... :~,:i.;.:.::e·::> 
DU 1(' ll.,.,1,1J 
f\IDC:·· IL*• S-·· "~.; 
1.:0 16 I '1, H 
Tftl'lL.l:· (:; ! "- !•i<U! ( 1) H\I DC 
cwn J.rw:: 
fiG 1\0 Ti1L.l: -HiiJ•t.., INL.TiU 
;:, .r ~~L n=~.: j ~a. r~~:~. :-:; 
fd<,·(J.0 •. ''neF1L1•/10.) 11. )/( 10.x:~.(f<IhU.t/J.O, )-1.) 
Dli 40 J.r''H:4::>-,IF'f!A::>L, If·H,~,r~u 
s;:)o::~...'r:1··-;o ~ 
ftli 7•) 1.'~1., N 
l f•f>"Jf.;5 ( J ) "OWHI'oS ( 1)- !f''Wi~~;) ~;, C 1 '? 4~;3;.s 
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ForemAN IV 
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BMLD~10,*ALOG10((R~-COGCTDPHAS(I);)/CRK 1,)) 
SSDEW'l" C Bi\LJ:· TDl'iL.D (I) l :;-:;:2 H->::ODEVt, 
CONllNlJ[ 
If- ( SSDFW,, GT, ·:;s[l;::t:n i £:;(1 TO 4 0 
'2SDEVM"~iSDCVfi 
f·' I F'Hi'l~;,, 1 F'HAS 
f' II'ILD·, F: I MLD 
F'f!C~"fn DC 
F'K"F:l< 
CONTINUE 
Calculate Sx.~ 8nd Ss.~. 
SSDC 1H'"O• 
DO 5C• I"'-1tN 
F'DI1Ui~ll1H .. P (I) -1 t'DC 
AR01=F'K-(10,**<CPDMLD)/10,)>*<PK-i,) 
t\RG2,~1. ·· ~)f-;:G1**2 
BPHAS=ATAN2<SQRTCn~S(A~G2ll,ARG1l*~7.29578tPIPHAS 
JFCPIMLP.LT.PDMLDlBPHAS=PIPHAS+lSO, 
TDPHASCil=DPHAS<Il 
PAGE 002 
!F(Iir"HAS( I l ,L.T, f'H'HASl TDF'Hf'\S(!. l'·'Af~SC?, tF· JF'Hf.;f;---VFH!',S (I) l 
IF<DPHAS(J),GT.PIPHASt1GO)TDPHAS<Il~ABSCJ60.t2.*PIPHAG-GP~AS(ll~ 
SSDEVP=CBPHAS-TDPHAS(I))it2tSSDEVP 
TYPE *•BPHASrTDPHASCil 
CONTINUE 
SSfP=SO~T(SSDEVP/CN--2,)) 
SSEM~SGRTCSSDEVM/CN-2,)) 
TYF'E e:::; 
FOh'li(IT (' HIT MJTO PLOT, F\C:TUf\N ,. l 
l'iCtTPT 6 
GPf!fl~;'-'!\*9, --'7', 
RGPHAS~CF'IPHASiGPH~S)*,0174~329 
Glii.I:t"-10, *ACOG1 0 ( (Pi\ -C8S ( f\GPH•'IS' l I ( Pt\-1, ) l 
TYPE trGPHAS,GMLU 
CONTINUE 
TIPHAS=ABSCPIPH~S-360,) 
TYF'E :;: , SZ>Eh, SSEY, T H'WiS, F'l\, F'DC 
ACCf:YT 6 
DO 100 I~tYI-~ 
GDPHAS~ABc(DPHASCil-360,) 
GIJMUt·· DMLI: (I i +f·'DC 
TYFE :f, GU-'i 1,":,~;, GW1Ut 
CnNTJNUE 
LFN1~,360. 
GDML.~~DMLD<l>trDC 
T YF'E ~;, Lf"N I , (jfli1l. D 
GO TO 80 
END 
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APPENDIX D 
s 
JS/ 
JP/ 
FIL/ 
APPENDIX D 
Para~eters of least squares fit for 
the curve yielding the larqest BMLD 
at each level of the primaries. 
LEVEL OF THE P :·H l/.AHI ES (dB SPL> 
60 6~ 70 75 80 85 
-------------------------B (dec;s. > 36C3 269 239 238 200 234 
sY.f<d,~gs. > 32 18 27 1 2 49 29 
C (di3 SPL> 16.? 16,0 1(.). 5 14.0 7.5 15.0 
Sy-x(dt3 SPL> I • t 1. 0 I • l 0.4 1 • 5 I • 3 
K 2.61 l. 29 I • 78 l. 67 I .92 I • I 3 
BMLD (dfj SPL> 3.5 9.0 ~ r. . ) 6.0 5.0 12.0 
-------------------------------B 37':1 265 2~0 248 213 218 
s~Y 25 34 27 41 23 56 
c 20.0 2.2.5 20.5 21. ~ 22.5 25.0 
Sy-:x: I .0 2~8 I • I 3.2 I • 1 1. 9 
K 1 • 58 l • 13 l. 38 l • I 2 I. 50 I. 'JO 
8~1LD 6.5 I 2.0 8.0 12.5 7.0 7.0 
----·-----------.. - .. ___________ 
5 3i5 232 238 227 240 IY13 
s»Y 24 20 15 27 27 35 
c 14.5 17.5 14.0 18.0 13. ') 15.S 
Sy« 0.7 0.8 1 • 2 I • 2 0.8 2.') 
K I. 92 l. 38 ! • 38 I. 20 I • 50 l. 25 
BMLD 5.0 8.0 8.0 10.5 1. 0 9.1) 
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Sa JP 
LIL2 Ls re ~ 
Ll L2 
-29 
60 -32 
-35 
-32 
65 -35 
-38 
-29 
70 -32 
-35 
-32 
75 -35 
-38 
-32 
80 -35 
-38 
-32 
85 -35 
-38 
-41 
APPENDIX E 
Threshold siqnal to noise ratios 
for Experi~ent II. 
SIGNAL PHASE c¢s> re: PRIMARIES 
0 45 90 135 180 225 270 
118 
315 
------------------------
.I o. 0 8 .. 5 8.5 8.0 9.0 9.0 10.5 12.5 
9.0 6.0 5.5 6.5 9.0 10.0 10.0 12 .. 0 
18 .. 5 20.0 16.0 14.0 13.5 14.5 14.0 18.5 
13.5 I 9.5 9.0 9.0 14.0 16.5 22.0 18.0 
14.5 10.0 4.0 2.0 II. 0 12.0 15.0 16.5 
16.0 14.0 12.5 13.0 12.5 13.5 15.0 14.0 
15.5 13.1:) 15.5 16.~ 14.0 19.5 21 .o 16.5 
l3.0 11.5 13.5 14.5 14.5 19.0 20.0 17.0 
10.5 9.5 13.0 12.5 12.0 15.0 14.5 10.5 
I<J.O 17.5 17.5 18.5 19.5 21.5 19.5 20.1) 
9.0 9.0 4.0 9.0 14.5 18.0 15.5 15."1 
21.5 17.5 15.0 15.5 19.0 20. ~) 22.0 17.ij 
16.5 17s0 19.0 19.5 21 .o 21 • () i8.5 20.0 
16.5 14.0 16.0 1R.5 22.5 21.5 20.0 lB. "'.i 
16.0 16.0 17.5 17.5 15.5 18.0 15.5 15.0 
18.0 16.5 16.5 19.5 20.0 21.5 20.5 21 • ':> 
16.5 17.0 16.5 17.0 18.5 20.5 21 • 5 20.0 
17.5 18.0 17.5 16.5 22.5 22.0 22 .o li::>.O 
14.0 II .0 12.0 12.5 15.5 15.5 15.0 I 3. ~) 
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Sr RL 
L1L2 Ls re: SIGNAL PiiASc cr/Js > re: PRIMARIES 
LIL2 0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 
____________________ .. _____________ 
-32 14.0 3.0 14.0 I I • 5 13.5 14.5 !4.0 16.0 
60 -·35 12.0 II. 0 I 0.0 8.0 9.0 II. 0 13.0 15.0 
-38 14.5 13.1) 13.0 II. 5 II. 0 12.'J 13 .o 14.() 
-32 II .0 9.0 9.0 9.0 I 3. 0 16.0 15.0 IJ.O 
65 -35 9.0 8.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 17.5 15.0 
-38 8.0 7.0 7.0 II .0 !2.0 15.0 14.0 10.0 
-4i 9.0 9.0 II .0 12.0 15.0 14.0 12.0 L~. 0 
-32 i I. 0 8.0 9.0 13.5 14 .o I 1 • r:, 
10 -35 9.0 4.0 7.0 8.0 12.0 13.5 13.5 9.5 
-38 s.o 5.0 7.5 II • 0 i I • S 7.0 
-29 12~5 12.0 II. 0 14.5 16.0 20.5 18.5 15.0 
75 -]2 -, ~ f • --' 7.5 10.0 !2.5 16.5 18.5 15.0 1 o ... ; 
-15 6~0 3.5 6.0 7.0 7.5 14.0 i2.0 10.0 
-32 --
80 -35 7.5 7.5 6.0 7.0 10.5 14.0 I i • 5 10.0 
-.18 5.0 3.0 6.0 7.5 II. 5 6.5 10.0 7.0 
-32 8.0 7.0 8.0 I 0.0 13.0 14.0 13.0 I 1 • 0 
85 -35 12.0 9.0 II .0 16.0 16.0 18.0 17.0 14.0 
-38 1. 0 3~0 8.0 5.5 13.~ 9~5 9 ~-• J 7 ,-. I • ~..J 
-41 4.5 2.5 7.5 7.0 II .5 12.5 10.0 4. ;') 
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s: JS 
Ll L2 Ls rer SIGNAL PHASE </Js> rf>: PRUI.ARIES 
LIL2 0 45 90 13'1 180 225 270 .115 
--·--------~--·------------ ............ ______ .. _____ 
-32 11.5 !5.5 ! !:) " :,) 1 4. r:i 17.0 16.5 
60 -35 18.0 14. '-') 15.0 13.5 1 2. J:j 14.0 13.5 14.5 
-38 
-29 I I • 5 10.0 10.0 11 • 0 I l • 5 t.l. 5 14.0 I 3. 5 
65 -·32 to. 0 I 8.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 14.S l'->.0 13.0 
-35 6.5 6.0 5.5 8.0 10.0 9~5 ll .5 I 1 • 5 
-29 9.0 12.0 10.0 9.5 8 f;' • J 9.0 
70 -32 12.0 I I • 5 8.0 8.0 11 .o 12.0 14.0 13.5 
-35 6 .. 5 4.5 7.5 7.0 It. 0 10.0 6.5 
-38 3.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 6.0 2.5 
-29 8.5 7.5 B.O 8.5 t 1 • 5 13.') 13.5 i (). () 
75 -32 9.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 7.0 13.5 8.5 6.5 
-35 3.0 4.0 I. 5 I • 5 2.5 7.0 0.5 tt. ') 
-35 9.0 4.5 3.0 H.5 12.0 8.5 1. () 
80 -38 4.0 o.o 3.5 5.0 5.0 8. ~~ 3.5 i • 1) 
-41 2.5 0.5 I • 5 3.0 2.!:) 3.0 
-35 u .o 12.0 12.0 13.5 14.0 15.0 14. () 1 1 • I) 
85 -38 3.0 l • 5 2.0 7.0 9.5 !4.0 I! • 5 7 ~-; • J 
-41 5.0 3.5 5.0 5.5 5.5 9.5 10.5 7. () 
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